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Abstract
Several American authon have highüghted the nature of the relationship between
social workers and lawyers. One of the areas examined in further detail in this
literature includes the assignment of d e s and responsibiüties to each professional
group. One study, conducted in the early 197O8s,replicated by other researchers
in 1982 and then again in 1988, focused on tasks and task assignment in chiid
welfare court proceedings. The results of these studies provided inconclusive
results as to whether social workers and lawyers agreed or disagreed on the
assignment of d e s and responsibilities to tasks found in child protection
proceedings. This study explored the relationship behveen social workers and
lawyers within Winnipeg Child and Family SeMces. A questionnaire depicting

42 tasks commonly found during al1 phases of the chüd protection proceeding was
distributed to 113 "front-line" social workers employed by Winnipeg Child and
Fdmily Services and 104 lawyers identified as involving themselves in child
protection proceedings. Each respondent was asked to select which professional
should have primary respomibility for each of the Listed tasks. Quantitative
analysis determined that there existed statisticdly s i p ificaot differences in the
opinions obtained fmm social workers and lawyers for 43 % of the tasks. The
majority of these Merences (54%) existed at the "front-end", or at the preadjudication phase of the child protection proceeding. A supplemental,
qualitative component of the study identified possible explanations for the study's
results, as well as how the social workerflawyer relatiomhip is impacted by

ciifferences of opinion between the two professionais. Commeots were also
offered on how such clifferences may affect clients. Finally, recommendations

were gathered on what initiatives or efforts could be developed to enhance the
relationship betwee social workers and lawyers.
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Social Worken and Lawyers

cwAmERI
mODUCTION
"The average client seeking assistance from a legal attorney is beset by a
multitude of social pmblems, one or more of which bas precipitated the lep1
problem the attorney is asked to bandle" (Ferruggia, 1986, p. 134).
The area of social workerflawyer collaboration has k e n discussed in the
literature for 30 years. Researchers have examined the professions of Social
Worli and Law fmm their respective ideologies (King & Piper, 1995),
methodologies. (Sloane, 1%7), and brain hemisphericity (Lau, 1983). Exploration
of their respective job functions, as well as the roles and responsibilities camed

by each profession have also been highiighted (Smith, 1970; Fogelson, 1970)
specifically in the context of child protection cases (Brennan & Khinduka, 1971;
Weil, 1982; Russel, 1988). The results of these three particular studies, which
sought to explore the degree in which interprofessional role conflict existed

beîween the two professions, provided inconclusive results to its readers.

These

three studies also provided, in conjunction with this researcherls own experience

as a "front-he" chiid protection worker, a significant impetus to this projet
king undertaken and the topic of social workermwyer collaboration being
examinecl at a local level
On occasion, social workers and lawyen are required to collaborate. The
opportunities increase if the social worker û employed with a child protection
agency. Given that the k g e s t number of employers of ail social workers are

1
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chüd protection agencies (Chambers et al., 1997, p. 5) and the nature of child
protection becoming " increasingly litigious" (Blishen, 1991, p. 1 9 9 , the necessity
of social workerflawyer collaboration is without question.

Zuelfe (1997) reports that approximately 20 % of al1 child protection cases
in Manitoba proceed to actual litigation. The following table demonstrates pretrial and trial "court tinie" statistics (E.R Sellick. personal communication,
September 16. 1997) for Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS) and
Agency counse1.
TaMe 1
Utilkaho of Court Time: SeDtemberP95 to June197

htrïak

475

340

Trial Dahs Set

166

3385

Actual Trial T m e

100

77.5

This local data indicates that from September/96 to JuneI97, sucial worken
employed by Winnipeg Child and Family Services (hereafter referred to as
WCFS) and lawyers were involved in 475 pre-trials; 135 more than in the
previous year. While there were 466 days set for trial during this period of time,

only 97 of those days were actually used. A year earlier, from September/95 to
June/%, there were 340 pre-trials, 338.5 days set for trial and anly 775 days
actually used In comparing these two years, it can be seen that there has been

an increase in both pre-trials and trials. Accordingly, there has also been a n
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increase in the arnount of contact between social workers and lawyers in
contested child protection proceedings. If the trend continues (Le. rising numbers
of contested child protection proceedings), it would seem even more appropriate

and important to evaluate the roles and responsibilities of each p r o f ~ i o o a as
l
they relate to the other. Despite this trend, Little research has been conducted on
the working relationship behveen social workers and lawyers.

In fact, no local

studies exploring the topic of professional roles and responsibilities and
identi-g

"who does what?" in a child protection proceeding have, to the best of

my knowledge, ever been initiated Given the under-researched nature of this
relationship, combined with the increased propensity for contact between the hvo
professions and the personal observations and direct experiences of this writer in
several contested child protection cases, the need for further exploration on the
topic of social workerflawyer collaboration was identifed.
Some might argue that, consistent with Zuelfe 's findings (which reflect

numben province-wide), 20 % to 23 % of child protection cases proceeding to
actual litigation is a relatively smaii component of the total caseload of any one
particular social worker to be worried about or interesteci in examining.
However, the composition of any one particular caseload varies signüicantly fmm
offce to office around WCFS and those cases resulting in litigation are ükely the
most difficult andior cornplex if one was to measure them in terms of workload.

In essence, the numbers may appear small, but the type of cases that do result in
litigatioo could be the benchmark by which an examination is undertaken as it is
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during these cornplex, contested cases that the impact of social workerflawyer
collaboration is most apparent. While a specific examination of the ingredients
found within a cuntested child protection case is desirable, it is beyond the scope
of this study. The larger question of "who does what?" in child protection
proceedings served as the guideline by which this research was conducted, as it is
during the intense, stressful, and challenging experience of the contested child
protection proceeding that social workerflawyer relationships a r e most vulnerable
and niost important.
The intention of this study was to identiCy the degree to which social
worliers and lawyen agree and disagree about which professional has primary
responsibility for 42 tasks comrnonly encountered throughout the child protection
proceeding. In this study, a cross-sectional survey research design was utilized.
A modified instrument. based on those used by Brennan and Khinduka (1971),

Weil (1982). and Russel i1988), was pretested and distributed to al1 of the "frontline" social workers employed by WCFS and lawyen who involve thernselves in
child protection proceedings representing either the Agency or parentslchildren
involved with WCFS. Quantitative analysis sought to determine which tasks
resulted in significantly different opinions from social workers and lawyen and
which tasks did not. A supplemental, qualitative component was also included in
this project by the use of focus group interviews k i n g held with voluntary
members of the social work profession and members of the law profession to
offer a more rounded, subjective addition to the examination of this topic. It was

Social Workers and Lawyers
hoped that in holding such interviews, those participants willing to partake in
such a process couid not oniy offer their opinions on the results of the study but

implications for the future as it pertaim to social workers, lawyers, and clients
couid a h be provided. For the purpose of this study, the terms "social worker"

and "child protection worker" were used synonymously. The next cbapter wiii
review the literature regarding social worker/Iawyer collaboration.

5
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cmmma
L M A T U R E REVEW

Social Work and Law - A HisLorkai Per~~ective
Pre-conceived notions and stemtypes of social workers and lawyers may
inhibit a positive working relationship between the hvo professions and may
contribute to a working relationship characterized by tension and animosity.
Compton and Gdaway (1989) remind professionals that:

. . . without effective teamwork

and collaboration, clients and families in

the social service system are caught in a nightmansh fragmentation of

care. When families and clients are left alone tu resolve professional
conflicts. to reconcile these incongruities, and deal with often contradictory
advice. multiple talents and inputs, no matter how skilful from the view of
the professional, become burdensome rather than helpful (p. 598).
Yet the contlicting ideologies and methodologies between social work and law,

behveen "justice' and "welfwe", have been reflected in the social work litemture
for over three decades.
Thirty years ago, Sloane (1967) wrote that the relationship behveen social

workers and lawyers was "uneasy"(p. 86). In his interviews with 22 social
workers and lawyers, he concluded that the fundamental values held by each
profession were not the source of the antagonûm, but rather that the methods
adopted by each profession were. He stated:
The social worker tries tu resolve ciifferences by case conference and

Social Workers and Lawyers
consensus, not the clash of adversaries. The legal approaches of
conciliation and mediation a t le& a r e comprehensible to the social
worker, but the adversary system is entirely beyond his conception of the

usual means of conflict resolution (p. 92).
Bullock (1984) echoed Sloane's findings. She wmte:
Whilst the practising lawyer and social worker are in the business of
helping people with c o d i c t resolution, tbere are fundamental differences
in their objectives and methodology. The lawyer is p r h a r i i y concerwd
with individual legai Rghts, while the social worker is concerned with the
individual and his or her needs in relation to his o r her environment and
society at large (p. 333).
The need for interprofessional collaboration between social work and law,
between social workers and lawyers has been supported by Bernstein (1980), who
wrote:
Rarely does an individual client, a family or a group share problems that
are purely social or emotional o r purely legal. Most issues involve major
or obvious codlict areas that, when anaiyzed, have overtows requiring the
expertise and professionaiism of both the social worker and the lawyer
(p. 421).

Katz (as cited in Bel1 (1975-76)) also supported this notion by stating; "No
other professional group, other than lawyers, cornes in contact with so many

'pigeon holes' of law, such as domestic rekîions, criminal law, real pmperty,

7
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evidence, procedure. and contraet., as do social workers" (Befl p. 36).
Some would argue that the frequency of contact beîween Canadian social
worken and lawyen intensified with the introduction in 1982 of the Canadian

Charter of Rights and Freedoms. This constitutional document entitled
individuais to "due process of law", aIIowing for parent. and children to
"effixtively challenge decisions that profoundly affect th& Iives" (Baia, 1991, p.

6)-

Canadian society was profoundly impacteà with the introduction of the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (1982). Historïcally, social
workerflawyer contact in the child protection forum was minimal as certain
agency-appointed social worken were also "court workers" who carried the

function of a l a v e r in court. Presiding judges were often not legally trained,
parents rarely had counsel, and representation of children was unheard of (Baia,
1991). However, "overthe past decade chiid protection in Caoada has becorne an

ïncreasiogly sophisticated, complex and legalistic process" (Biishen, 1991, p. 195).

These changes came about largely as a resuit of what Baia (1991) called the "legai
revolution" with the concept of due process in child protection king paramount
With parents (and sornetimes chiidren) having counsel represent them, as weii as
chüd protection agencies becoming increasingly complex and bureaucratie, the

field of chiid protection became more Litigious and adversarial than in previous
years- Given the increased contact, one might think that working relationships

behveen social workers and lawyers wouid change witb an increase in
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understanding of roles and responsibiüties. However, the titerahire does not
support this assumption.

Of importance in appreciating the context of social worker/lawyer
collaboration, British authors King and Piper (1999, in their book How the Law
Thinks About Children, observe that in "thinking"about children, Law and chüd

welfare possess opposing ideologies, resulting in what the authors refer to as the
"enslavement" of child welfare discourse to the legai arena. They wrote:

The law's demand for decisiveness and f i d t y , for winwrs and losers, for
nghts and wrongs to be identified and exposed to the public gaze in order
to further its normative objectives tend to force legal judgments out of the
mouths of child weIfare representatives (p. 50).
While acknowledging this dyoamic behveen the hvo professions, King and Piper

(1995) recommend a "chiid-responsive" system and offered that one feature of
such a system would reflect a "decision making forum where child welfare science
is the dominant discourse rather than the current 'litigious, adversarial' system"

(P. 164).
In another article, King (1991) wrote that those working in the area of

chiid welfare, would like wthing more than to see the:

.. . ideal family court ... representing the merging of "justice' and
"welfare" within a new institutional Framework where lawyers and welfare
profasionals would work together to provide "justice with a human face"
(p. 303).
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He argued, however, that this is impossible and unrealistic as it would w t only
result in the aforementioned "ensiavement" of chiid welf'are science to meet the

needs of the legal institution, but also tbat:

. . . those disciplines that throw themselves into a joint

enterprise witb law

would Iose their original identity aml become reconstituted by the legal
discourse. One only has to look at what has happened to social work,
wnich is now regarded by many as a profession whose sole purpose is to
remove children from dangerous families and to provide evidence of abuse
in court cases (p. 319).
Fineman (1988) confirmed that cornpethg discourses or conflicting models,

one an adversarial system and one a therapeutic system (those working in child
protection may support the notion that ideally, child protection should be both
therapeutic and rnandated however practitionen are seeing that this
responsibility is becoming increash~glydinicult and unrealistic [see for example
Chalmen et al., p. 5J),mises fundamental questions regarding which prototype is

most appropriate in determioing the best interests of childrea She argued,
however, that the answer ".. . to the undeniable problems associateci with the

adversarial mode1 is not simpiy to turn over the decision making task to another
professional gmup. To do so would only create another set of problems" (p. 729).

In searching for a solution to the question of which medium is most
suitable in determinhg the best interests of children, Masson (1989) cautiowd:

Law can ossify thinking and practice and preclude developments which
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would improve care (to children). Therefore where the law is used to
control social work activity it is essential to enswe that ideas contaîned in
it reflect current thinking and also that those who appïy the law are in

tune with modern practice (p. 49-50}.
It would appear then tbat even with increased contacts over the past three
decades, the nature of the working relationship between social workers and

lawyers, beîween social work and law, remains largely unchanged from wbat
Sloane found in 1967. Given this reality, attention needs to be paid to the nature
and effectiveness of the (inevitable) collaboration necessary when circumstances
dictate. Accordingly, it is important to explore how the respective professionah
view one another.

Lawvers' View of Social Workers
In his i n t e ~ i e w swith 11 lawyers, Sloane (t%'T) found that:

. . . the lawyers thought of the social worker as ineffecîual. giving, nursing
female who wants to and does do much good, but at the same time is

impractical, utopian, over-identified with and overprotective of her client,

"al heart and no head", subjective and not objective. concerned only with
fwiings and not logic. Even so, she knows less than she thinks she knows
even about human relations. She is too defensive about what she does
know. Ber understanding of legal processes is scanty (p. 90).
Three years later, Smith (1970) found in her study of the professional
relationships between lawyers and social workers employed by a "legal service"
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(i.e., legal aid) agency, that lawyers characterized the social worken as; "honest,
sympathetic, sensitive, concerned, responsible, intelligent, thoughtful, energetic,
assertive, opinionated and p o ü t i d y ineffective" (p. 155). Smith cautiously
compared her results with those from a study cooducted in 1%5 by Miller et al.
at the University of California at Berkeley who explored the attitudes of law and
library students toward social work. The Miiier et al. study (as cited in Smith,
1970) was done over a penod of years and yielded, through interviews with 83

law students, quite a positive view of social workers in general. The students
polled described a social worker as:

. ..a woman who honestly desires to give beneficial semce to clients, puts
a great deal of herself into her work, is cornfortable in large groups, and
does not antagonize the public (Smith, 1970, p. 164).

Other characteristics attributed to the social worker included:

. . . (that she) did not use work to escape from personal problems, that she
was not cornpetitive with her husband professionally, that she was patient

with difficult clients, was not condescendhg and did not like wielding

power over clients (Smith, 1970, p.164).

It is interesthg to note that this study also found that the law students polled
indicated a slightly more favourable attitude toward a male image of a social
worker than a female image even though they acknowledged that in thinking of a

social worker, they pictured a woman rather than a man. In discussing this
study, Smith (1970) does not note how many of the law students interviewed were
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male and bow many were female.

Lau (1983),whose h y p o h i s that the origin of Merences between social
workers and lawyers lay within brain hinetion, found lawyers viewed social
workers as:

.. . bleediog h

m , do-gooders, who in addition to (king) weU meaning,

are flighty, obstmctionist, idealist sîarry-eyed, and maive. Tbey wül oRen
cornplain about the law and how it hampers the effective resolution of a
social situation but (they do) not know how to be eflective in altering the
iaw (p. 23).

Schottland's study (as cited in Scherrer, 1976), which discussed how social
workers can be of assistance to lawyers, noted that the stereotypical view of social
work penists:
On the other band, the lawyer is likely to view social work as associated
with churcb-sponsored charity, work with homeless chüdren, public

assistance with its problems of dependency and farnily breakdown,
activities carried on by persons who have not been accorded professional
status by iaw and whose professional relationship to the client is coloured
(in

his mind) by the fact that the social worker is employed by an agency

and not by a client (p. 280).

in child protection, these attributions may affect the nature of practice
between ïawyen and social workers For example, in preparation for a contested
chiid protection trial, the social worker is asked, in essence, to relinquish their
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involvernent in the case and aibw for the "tegai translationn of what information
qualifies as evidence and wbat does not. An ment that =y

be viewed by the

social worker as critical, may be insigoificant or noo-applicable to the lawyer.

The social worker's opinion or assessment of a case becornes secondary to the
legal assesment. Social workers who are unable to appreciate this shift are those
most likely to maintain, and/or contribute to, the pollarizaîion that can occur

between social worker and lawyer. As well, the Court, in some cases, may not
allot due weigbt to the social worker's assessment, @en the tendency in
protracted child protection matters to rely heavüy on (at least) one "expertn,
despite the fart that a social worker may have k e n invohed with a farnily for
many years. This is but one example of King and Piper's "enshvemeot" of chüd

-

welfare to the legal forum a mandatory occurrence in my experience.
Social WorLexs V

i of L a m

In the studies cited below, social workers had a opportunity to state tbeu
perceptions of lawyers. Sloane (1%7), in his interviews with 11 social workers,

found that they descnbed law and lawyers as possessing the followiog traits:

.. . iaw as a masculine, aggressive profession and the lawyer as rigid, technical and pettirogging. He is seen primarily as an advocate who
rightly or wrongly identifies himself in a partisan way with his client and
will use any legal loophole to win. He pays no attention to feelings and

d l see any cornplex human situation oniy in legalistic and hamial terms

(P. 91,.
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Smith (1970),in her measurement of attitudes on which iawyen and social
workers mted themselves and each other, found that social workers described

lawyers as "assertive, intelligent, articulate, responsible, professional, pmcticai,
confident, informed and successful" (p. 161). On the wgative side, lawyers were

also characterized by social workers as "opinionated, haughty and officious"
(Smith, 1970, p. 161).
Schottland (as citod in Scherrer, 1976) summarizes the social workerls view

of lawyers by way of analogy, staîing:

. . .the social worker tends to look up a court trial as a combat of paid
gladiators with each giadiator pushing for victory for a client rather tban a
resolution of the differences through the proeesses of mediation, direussion,
and agreement. Law is fkequently seen as technical, rigid, logical and

precise - but not interested in the solution of interpersonal problems
(p. 279).

In an attempt to explain the dinrerences between social workers and
lawyers, Lau (1983) offered that each profession athaets individuals with certain

-

thought patterns. She theorized that hemisphericity left in the case of most

lawyers and right in the case of most social workers - couid account for the
contlict beîween the hpu professional groups. According to Lau (1983), social
workers describeà lawyers as

"... educated, aggressive, actors, intelligent,

dedicated, patient, factual, mruiipdative powerfbi, cmokeà, connMng and
conceited" (p. 23).
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Some social workers are almost completely immobüized at the prospect of
interacting with a lawyer largely because of the attributes social workers have
used in describing lawyers. These stereotypes serve only to polarize the two
professions, and may create decision-making that is based on how best to avoid
lawyen and the court system. The implications of social worken' aversion to
lawyers may unwittingly allow for situations that result in poor case management
(at best) and children living in unsafe environments (at worst).
Being able to characterize and describe how one feels about the other
professional, however, is far different than k i n g able to identify what the other
dws as a member of that profession.
-

The cross-disciplinary knowledge of roles

and responsibilities available to members in each profession is critical to
respecting and appreciating the functional boundaries and parameters under
w hich Chat profess ional operates.

Roles and R e s ~ o l l s i b i i
Several authors have hypothes ized that difficulties behveen social worken
and lawyers exist due to uncertainty about what the other does and how they go
about doing it. Payne (1986) wrote that "both professions regard each other with
some reluetance surrounded by confusion as to each other's roles and objectives"
(p. 13).

Fogelson (1970) conducted interviews with 12 social workers to gain their
perceptions of lawyers and associated responsibilities. Lawyers' f'unctions were
described as follows:

Social Workers and Lawyers

. . . (1) interpreting the law, (2) helping people to obtain their

rights under

the lar. (3) enabling the person to get ail his rights, (4) helping clients to
cope with the specialized legal aspect of their envuonment. (5)pmtecting
society en masse from the individual, and (6) regulating social behaviour
(p. 97).
Sucial work. on the other hand, was seen as more general in scope and
more humane in its approach. Its functions were described as:
(1) helping people to cope as competently as possible with life situations,

(2) highlighting people's strengths, (3) helping them to understand theu
own feelings,
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(1) helping people to function better, and (5)k i n g the

conscience of society (Fogelson, 1970, p. 7).
While these functions may appear clear and concise to the reader,
confusion and conflict may pervade the practice relationship between social
w0rker-S and Inwyers. Fogelson (1970) summarized this phenornenon by strting

that "ignorance, niisundentanding and difference" (p. 95) were obstacks to
cooperation between the two groups. Foster (as cited in Fogelson, 1970)
attributed the friction between the two professions as k i n g caused by their
having "equally narrow points of view and faiiing to understand each other's

problems and perspective" (p. 96).
According to Buiiock (1984); "Lawyenare thought to be only concerned
with facts, evidence and d e s , whiist social workers are thought to focus
exclusively on self-determination, voluntary relations and 'raw' feeüngs" (p. 333).
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Mueiier and Murphy (1%5) attributed the lack of communication between
professionais as a function of "peculiarities of language" (p. 98) while Scnerrer
(1976) commented that the barrier to a 'team' approach results from the "fear

and distrust of the adversary process on the part of the social worker" (p. 279).
Fogelson (1970) echoed Scherrer's remarks. He wrote; "There almost seemed to
be a feeling that if they (social workers) became iovolved with the law, they might

be asked to compromise social work values and principles" (p. 99).
King and Garapon (1987) emphasized that if one were to adopt the
relatively simple notion that successful institutional decision-making, one in which
decisions "enhance rather than detract from the social function of the institution"

(p. 469), it would be necessary to have consensus regarding, arnong other things,
the "nature and function of the process of decision-making and the respective
roles and cornpetencies of the participants to that process" (King & Garapon,

1987, p. 169).
Other adhors have agreed with King and Garapon's (1970) sentiments. In
their book, Children Can't Wait: R e d u c i n ~Delavs in Out-of-Home Cam, Cahn

and Johnson (1993) state; "The best outcomes for children will result from work
that clarifies the roles of advocates and caregivers in the decision-making among
al1 parties" (p. 139).
Four studies conducted on the topic of roles and role identification in the
United States pmvided inconclusive results as to whether role confusion o r
conflict exists between social workers and lawyen o r not. The fint study in 1970,
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conducted by Smith. examined the lawyerlsoeid worker relationship in the
Chicago Legal Aid Bureau, which was wted as king an "uniqw"organktion
given its attachment to a Social Serviees Department. The social worken
employed by the bureau were to make social studies on cases, when requested by
attorneys, and were to provide referral or counselliog seMces to legal aid clients
with sorio-legal problems. as well as to those Iegal aid clients with so-called "nonlegal" social problems. Smith intervieweci four social workers and 23 lawyers
housed (on different floors) within the downtown office of the Legal Aid Bureau.
Smith also interviewed a total of 16 lawyers and six social workers in seven
satellite offices of the Chicago Legal Aid Bureau loeated in "poverty aras" of the
city. Smith (1970) concluded that problems in the interprofessional relationship
of lawyen and social workers occur on two leveis: "(1)in the definition of the
social workers' service in a le@ aid setting and (2) in the lawyen' uti1i;ration of
the social work service" (p. 158). She noted that the corollary to both of these
problems is the definition of the role and responsibilities of the lawyer. This
study also found that confusion existed around whose client it is when both social
worker and lawyer are involved She questioned whether the uncertainty was
precipitated not by the issue of who bas responsibility for or to the client but
rather by who has control of the case, that is, who decides what service is to be

given by whom and when. For example, Smith found that referrals to social
worken were made when lawyers in the downtown office wanted to "get rid" of
t h e consuming clients in whose cases legal action may or may not be appropriate
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as. for example, persons with mental heaJth issues.

When asked to evaluate the inclusion of the social work component to the
Legal Aid Bureau's operatiom. both social workers and lawyen viewed the social

work addition as "almost entirely" advantageous to the client in the satellite
offices. The downtown lawyers, on the other hand, emphasized the helpfulness
provided to them directly in contrast to any benefits for the client. Social
workers from both the downtown and satellite offices, on the other hana viewed

the setting negatively in terms of satisfaction for themselves, apart from senice to
clients. Social workers cited the problem resulting from professional conflict as
difficulties in communication behveen social workers and lawyers, and a lack of
understanding of (and sometimes lacli of respect) for each other's professions
(Smith, 1970). Smith (1970) concluded her study by stating:
Whiie some professional conflict is inevitable, the degree and expression of
this conflict appear to be greatly influenced by factors over which the
organizations (Le. nature of the setting or circumstances under which the
two semices are utilized) have control (p. 155).

The second study conducted by Brennan and Khinduka (1971) was
undertaken to explore: (1) the expectatious of social workers and lawyen
regarding their roles in the juveniie court and (2) each profession's perceptions of
the other's role expectations. Questionnaires were mailed to a group of "juvenile
probation oficers" (used syuonymously with the term "social worker" in this
study) and attorneys residing in a niidwestern state. The mernbers of each
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profession were forwarded identical questionnaires. Each questionnaire listed 21
activities actually perfurmed in "juvenile court". Each partici pan t was asked to
indicate whether social workers. lawyers, o r members of some other profession,
for exaniple a police officer. should assume primary responsibility for each of the
21 tasks. They were also asked how they thought the other profession wauld
repty to the sanie questions. "Actual role consensus" was defined as existing when
both social worken and lawyen agreed that a certain function should be

perfornied by the social worker, o r when both social workers and lawyers
thought a particular task should be assumed by the Iawyer.

"Actual role

disagreement" was defined as existing when both professions wanted to assume
major responsibility for the same activity, or when social workers wanted major
responsibility for certain activities and lawyers were not willing tu grant such to
them or. alternatively. when lawyers wanted primary ~sponsibiiityfor a task and

social workers w r e not willing to give that responsibility to them. A cornparison
of what each profession expected to do, and what it perceived the other profession

as wanting to do, provided a measure of perceived role consensus and
disagreement.
At the conclusion of their study Brennan and Khinduka (1971) found

".. .a considerable degree of actual and perceived role disagreement,

since both

social workers and attorneys wanted primary responsibility for a number of tasks
and were not willing to grant such a responsibility to the other profession (p.
191).
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The authors speculated tbat theu fmdings could be the result of several
factors: (1) changes in functionhg of the juvenile courts, (2) experientially, one
profession (social work) had assumed most of the responsibility for a ciuster of
legal, semi-legal, and social tasks, while the other profession (law) had not, and

(3) the socialization experiences each professional went through as part of their
training. Brennan and Khinduka (1971) stated that while these three
expianations may not be suficient in and of themselves, they could offer some
insight into why such disparity of opinions concerning role defhtions existed

between social workers and lawyen in their study.
The authors suggest that in order for the professions to address the
codict found between social workers and lawyers, each must discard stereotypes

of the other and, in dohg so, gain a p a t e r understanding of the nature of the
others professional educational process. Such expansion of understanding would,
in the authon opinion, achieve a richer comprehension of the dynamics
underlying the legal and social pmcesses in the juvede court. Brennan and
Khinduka (1971) aïso recommend sonie type of mutual educational experience
that will allow for greater opportunities for interaction between the two
professions in an effort to attend to the isolation and ignorance whïch breeds the
stereotypes which flourish in the perceptions of both professions.
Marie Weil's (1982) study of interprofessional collaboration between social
workers and lawyen, conducted at the University of Southern Caiifoniia,
investigated both the attitudes and mie perceptions of social workers and lawyers,
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as well as an educational approach to interprofessional collaboration. Her sample
was drawn fmm four subgroups: (1) social workers practicing in child
dependency (Note: The Canadian counterpart to the U.S. " child dependency"
services would be mandated "front line" chiid protection services. See page 44 of
this document.): (2) lawyers practicing in dependency court; (3) social worken
practicing in adoptions; and (4) lawyen practicing in adoptions court. Weil's
study used a modified version of the instrument used by Brennan and Rhinduka
Unlike Brennan and Khinduka, Weil (1982) found "far more agreement regarding
ideal assignment of functions than was the case in the Brennan-Khinduka study"
(p. 398). She noted, as well, that the social worken practicing in the area of chiïd
dependency perceived their positions more positively than did social workers
priicticing in the area of adoptions. Social workers practicing in child
dependency also had a more positive perception of lawyers than did the social
workers practicing in adoptions and lawyen practicing in dependency court
viewed social workers more positively than did lawyers practicing in adoptions
court. Weil (1982) offered that her fuidings could be a result of:

. . . role clarity and the organizational climate in dependency

court which

bas supported collaborative work in addition, the positive views

dependency social workers and lawyers have of eacb other rnay be
mutually reinforcing in interaction, as may be the negative views of those
in adoptions (p. 398).
Another explanation for the positive views of the counterpart professions
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practicing in the child dependency area, included the finding that 66 % of the
social workers practicing in child dependency had participated in a two week
special agency training program related to social work in the courts, court

processes, and legal issues. It would seem logicai, Weil commented, that this
expenence assûted this particular group of social workers in chifjing roles,
functions, and areas of collaboration and may have contibuted to their more
positive view of lawyers, as well as the lawyers' more positive view of them, given
that the other three groups reported minimai to no training a t ail. Weil (1982)
concluded her study by recommending that "intensive training in court functions,
r o k s and interprofessional collaboration should be provided to a11 sociai workers

involved with the courts" (p. 400).
In Weü's (1982) second study, she tested an educational mode1 to prepare
social work students for interprofessional collaboration with lawyen. She found
that the students who had participated in the practicum possessed a much more
positive attitude toward, and apprec iation of, interpmfess ional collaboration. The
students involved also demonstrated "greater understanding and ability than the

controi groups to define, describe, and differentiate the roles and msponsibilities

of social workers and iawyers operating in social weifare and the family-court
system" (p. 402).
Weil's study was replicated by Robin Russel an Assistant Pmfessor with
the CNninal Justice Studies Program at the University of South Dakota Russel

(1988) sought to examine w hether interprofessional mle contiict existed among
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caseworken and attorneys who interact with each other in child abuse and
neglect cases in four Indiana counties. The instrument used by Russel was
similar in format to that used by Brennan and Khinduka (1971) and by Weil
(1982). In addition to the 28 iisted tasks, Russel asked two open-ended questions
regarding the nature of the relationship between social workers and lawyen.
Responses to the 28 tasks were cross-tabulated by occupational group (attorney o r
caseworker) and by county. Role consensus and role disagreement were defmed
identically to those provided by Brennan and Khinduka.
The greatest differences in responses were related to whether the
respondent was a caseworker o r an attorney. Russel (1988) found that For almost
hvo-thirds of the tasks listed, "caseworkers and lawyers had significantly different
opinions about who should be taliing primary responsibility" (p. 207).

Through

the responses to the open-ended questions, Russel fouod that attorney and
caseworker roles in juvenile court cases were in need of clarification. Russel
(1988) commented that while policy guidelines specifying the role of each
occupation in the juvenile court system may prove useful, "the guidelines would
have a better chance of producing role consensus if both case-workers and

lawyen could contnbute to their development" (p. 214). Through answen to the
open-ended questions, Russel (1988) also found a substantial level of hostility
between caseworkers and their own department attorneys in one particular urban
county. Caseworkers in this sample alleged that their own attorneys "didn't take
the time to prepare cases adequately for court, lacked dedication, possessed
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insensitive and high-handed attitudes" (p. 214).

Russel (1988) offered severai explanations for her fuidings. She argued
that perhaps the caseworkers in ber sample differed from the caseworken in
Weil's sample. Professional training and participation of attorneys in child

maltreatment cases in Indiana were cited as king relatively new developments.
Traditiody, Indiana caseworkers (the majority of whom did wt have
professional social work training), performed many "kgal"taslcs and, as such,
were socialized into this occupationai role. Similady, lawyers were socialized on
the job as weU. Russel (1988), like her predecessors studying the area of social
worker/lawyer collaboration, recommended training sessions aimed at role
clarification for newcomen to the field. Shs also recommended that the judiciary
issue policy guidelines outiiniog the rote of each occupation in implemeoting the
tasks to be performed in a juveniie court (Russel, 1988).

These studies (La, Smith, 1970; Brennan & Wnduka, 1971; Weil, 1982;

Russel, 1988) demonstrate that the question of whether social workers and
lawyers possess mutud understanding and agreement of each others roles and
responsibilities remaios largely inconclusive. Yet many social wor kers and
lawyers are requinxi to collaborate on a day-to-day basis - primarily in the child

welfare field. How does this necessary collaboration impact professionafs? More
importantly, bow does their uncertainty o r conhision affect theu clients?
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Costs of Poor Social Worker/Lawyef Cdlaboration

The literature supports the notion that inadequate social workerflawyer
collaboration contributes to defective service delivery.

Russel (1988) wrote that:

For lawyen and caseworken alike, confücts with people with whom they
must reguiarly interact probably take theù toll in the form of additional
job-related stress. Both occupations are stressfui enuugh without this
additional source of tension. Interprofessional confiict also affects the
quality of service both occupations provide. It hinden effective
communzcarion between the two groups, which c m negativeiy affect both
cusework and legal services to mistreafed chikiten and their families (my

emphasis) (p. 215).
Indeed, Weil (1982) indicated that the premise for her study included the
opinion that the "positive and negative interaction between social worken and
lawyers frequently affects the quality of legal and social service which faniilies
receive" (p. 394) and that her researchers came to the project with "concernfor
inter-profess ional pro blems which hampered service delivery and decision
making" (p. 396).
In 1989, Ronnau and Poertner conducted a study that examined the extent
to which judges, attorneys, and social workers concurred in theu perceptions of
the severity and need for intervention in cases of emotional abuse towards
chiltiren. They state, like many of the other researchers this review has
identified, that the social semce and legal professions m e r "significantly in their
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values and frames of reference " (p. 431). They stress, however, that in no other

arena does the difference between the two professions have such a profound effect
than in chiid protection where:

. . . practitioners of child welfare can readüy identify the number of ways
that children and their families suffer due to this Iack of consensus.
Arbitrary removal of children and unclear expectations for their return
home are but hvo examples. Although these ciilferences among these
professions are understandable, the controvenies created by these
differences are not easily dismissed because the stakes for families are so
high (p. 431).
It is one thing tu have disagreement between social worken and irwyen Un

reference to their respective roles and responsibilities. It is q u t e another,

however, to have disagreement on issues such as what constitutes grounds for
state intervention in cases of alleged child abuse. Yet three studies demonstrate

that disagreement beîween social worken and lawyers exists in this domain as
weil,

Ronnau and Poertner (1989) replicated an earfier study conducted by Baily
and Baily (1986), which sought to explore the extent of agreement arnong "child

welfare professionals" in their perceptions of the severity and need for
intervention in cases of emotional abuse towards children. Seventeen vignettes
involving prescho01 children and 16 vignettes involving Iatency-age children were
presented.

Following each vignette, a five-point scale ranging fmm "very severe"
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to "none" was pruvided to elicit the respondent's judgment of the severity of
emotional maltreatment depicted. A second seale containhg four points
regarding the recomrnended level of state intervention was also provided. The
possible decisions respondents were presented with ranged from: no intervention
necessary, service recommended on a voluntary b i s , court-ordered services with
the child remaining in the home, or court-ordered services with the child removed
from the honie. Sixty-one judges, 112 social workers and 67 district attorneys
responded to the survey. In rating the severity of emotional maltreatment
depicted in each vignette, social workers agreed with the attorneys on 65 % of the
vignettes about the younger children and 71 % of those regarding the older
children. Social workers agreed with the judges on 71 % of the youngr age
vignettes and 61 9 of those pertaining to the older children. In choosing the Level
of state intervention in each vignette, social workers agreed with the attorneys

88% of the time for the younger children and 76% of the time for the older
children. However, judges and social workers agreed on 65% of the vignettes

about the younger group and o d y 41 % of those about older children. The
authors conclude that "the results of the present study suggest that there is
considerable disagreement regarding the problem of emotional maltreatment
among the major professions involved in the child protection system" (p. 435).
In a previous study conducted by Craft and Ciarkson (1985) the issue of
decision-making in chiid abuse investigations was initially explored Seveotythree chiid protection workers and 73 county attorneys were canvassed. The
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study used an experirnental design to investigate the effects of four case factors

that influence child protection workers' and attorneys' decisions in alleged cases
of childhood physical abuse. The factors were whether the physical injury was
mild or serious, whether there were previous reports of child abuse, whether
parental reaction was positive or wgative (cooperative or uncooperative), and
whether the parent admitted o r denied their involvement with the injury. For

each of the 16 possible combinaüons of case factors in the study, respondents
were asked to recommend the most appropriate disposition from among six

possible choices: (1) do nothing, (2) continue to investigate, (3) offer voluntary
senices, (4) füe a "Chiid in Need of Assistance (CHINA) Petition" with no
temporary orders, (5) file a CHINA Petition seeking temporary homemaker
services, o r (6) proceed with emergency temporary removal of the child from the
home. Crafi and Clarkson (1985) found that a "significantly greater proportion
of attorneys thao chüd protection worken recommended court interventions" (p.

172). Not o d y did they differ in theu tendency to recommend court action, but
also in their choice of specific dispositions. Attorneys were found to recommend

court action more than the child protection workers for al1 combinations of case
characteristics but one. Attorneys also recommended a 1 three of the court
dispositions in greater proportions than the child protection workers. In other
words, the authors wrote, "child protection workers are not recommending court
action for specific cases which, in the attorney's opinions, require a protective
legal response" (p. 172).
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These studies demonstrate the reality that "coordination and cooperation
between professional groups is more commodious when the members of each
gmup are in agreement with each other regarding an appmpriate course of

action" (p. 173).
Johnson and Cahn (1995) have provided unsurpassed leadership in
addressing issues of p r coordination and communication behveen courts and
agencies (Le. between attorneys and social workers) in order to ensure timely
permanency planning for children in state are. Theù book, Children Can't
Wait: Reducin~Delavs in Out of Home Care, described four projects which
focused on the issue of delay o r drift for children in care. The projects produced
results for children in care awaiting adoption placement by improving case
planning and reducing delays. While the specinc outcornes will be identified in
the following section describing how families benefit from positive collaboration
behveen professionals, it is important to review the reasoning behind the

development of these projects. Herring (1993) wmte that the f m t project
entitled, "The Michigan Agency Attorney Pmject", began as a result of attorneys

king "disturbed at the substantial h m k i n g ùifiicted on children by the
d r a m u t pmceedings that were common in the most serious cases of chiid
abuse" (p. 15).

The project hoped to decrease the amount of time chiidren rernained in
limbo by restmcturing the Agency's legal counsel from one of a public model of
representation (local county prosecutors office) to a private model of Iegal
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representation (Agency employed attorney). (At a local level, the "private model"
of legal representation would translate to an "in house" lawyer employed by the
child protection Agency while the so-called "public model" niay refer to lawyers
contracted on a fee-for-service basis to provide legal semces to an Agency.)
Ratterman (1993) described the "New York State Termination Barriers
Project". which observed that initidy, "pour communication and coordination
between caseworkers and attorneys slowed efforts to begin TPR (termination of

parental rights) proceedings " (p. 39).
The Project examined Agency procedures for permanency planning and
developed a variety of safeguards including a "Termination of Parental Rights
'checklist '", and the utilbat ion of "Pernianency Planning Conmittees", whose
function it was to ensure that children who were unable to be cared for by their
bialogical faniiiies received adequate and timely service. including long-term
planning with potential for adoption.
Farley (1993) explained the "Kentucky's Termination of Parental Rights

(TPR) Project". This project included a process of examining state statutes,
plicies, aiid procedures, the purpose of ~vhichwas to initiate needed changes, and
utilizing a tracking system, ensuring that any changes would be permanent for
those chüdren involved. The reasoning for such an initiative was based on the
professionals' agreement that processing TPR cases took too long. The causes
they cited for the extended time iiicluded "the complexity of cases, an
overburdened system (growing numben of cases, but no growth in the numben
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of judges, lawyen, or social workers to handle them), and the system's reluctance
to dissolve the bonds af family" (p. 76).
The final project, presented by Johnson, Day and C a b (1993) described a
cornmunity serninar process where the intent was to improve permanency
planning for children by improving local inter-agency collaboration. They
emphasized that the foeus of this improvement was centred on the interaction
between the local court and legal professiooals and the local public child welfare

agency. "Children Can't Wait: A Court-Agency Project" was boni from the

assum ptions that:

. . . al1 professionals involved in the child welfare system value the

need for

speedy permanence decisions and that many of the impediments to
changing local child welfare systems to meet this need resulted from (1)
confusion about the roles of the various professionals involved in the
process; (2) omitting o r limiting the involvement of key players in
identifying and addressing systemic problems; and (3) lack of awareness
among key playen of the progress already made in solving local system
problems, which common data collection and information sharing would

reveal (p. 106).
The importance of children knowing who is reliable, and consistently

available to care for them cannot be overstated The effects of not knowing, of

being in " limbo", can be irreparable.

In Bevond the Best Interests of the Child, (1979), Goldstein, Freud and
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Solnit estimated that infaats and toddlers could be without contact with absent
parents for only a few days before k i n g overwhehed by anxiety and loss. For
chüdren under age five, they suggest that m l y c m a separation be longer than
two months before the chiid views this loss as permanent.
Steinhauer (1991) has written that should a chiid be unable to transfer the
attachment made with the absent parents to that of a substitute parent (often the
case for children who have a history of multiple placements), the result may be

a

variety of personality and behavioral characteristics including permanent
detachment, persistent and diffuse rage, chronic depression, asocial and antisocial
behaviour, iow self concept, and chronic dependency.
Similarly, Wilkes (1992) defmes "lirnbo"as a "prolonged period of
separation of a chiid from nurturing parents, in whicb there is persistent
confusion, conflict o r uncertainty about future plans, parenting authority, family
relationships, and past history" (p. 02). WiUres (1992) maintains that while the
t e t m "lirnbo"is not

a diagnosis, it should be recognized that children experiencing

"ümbo" share a number of common features including, but not limited to,
impaired ego capacity, poor impulse control, low frustration tolerance, and an
inability to develop trust in themselves o r the world generally. These qualities,
according to Wilkes (1992), contribute to poor identity formation.
G e n e d y speaking, the more the child's psyche is disrupted, be it through
multiple moves or thmugh being left too long in lirnbo whiie wardship and future

plans are king contested, the greater the risk of severe and lasting personality
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damage (Steinhauer, 1991).

BeneMs of Positive Social Workerfiawver Coihbrsfinn
Ultimately, any improvement in the relaüonship between social workers
and lawyen will impact not o d y on members of these two professions but, more
importantly, is likely to improve service to the famüies and children who are
expected to be the beneficiaries of this alliance.
Johnson and Cahn (1993) demonstrated through thek "Children Can't
Wait" project that utilizing a variety of initiatives, children could benefit in the
reduction of delays in out-of-home c m .
Twelve action plans were developed to create o r modib inter-agency
protocols or agreements that would speed up the permanency planning process
for children. Another group of 12 plans sought interdisciplioary assessments and
interdisciplinary decision-making mechanisms to reach reunification o r
alternative permanency planning goals. Three plans sought to streamliw the
steps of pennanency planning decûion-making within aa agency. Four plam
were created to continue the seminar effort of cross-disciplinary training

regardhg the values, goals, methods, and attitudes of members of the many
disciplines involved in the court-agency process. Four initiatives were developed
to enhance cultural sensitivity in working with chilàren and families with
mulücultural backgrounds. Another five designs were developed to provide an
opport unity for community professionals (i.e. judges , lawyers, foster parents, and
child protection workers) to enbance their skills and knowledge base of working
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with children and families where permanency planning was the identified goal.

The last five plans tackled the issue of soücitiog governrnent for increased
resources for adolescents in need and increased resources and W i n g levels in
child and famiiy service agencies. Johnson and Cahn (1993) concluded that the
seminar "initiated a conversation between attorneys and social workers that can
prove to be a stmng foundation for system reform" (p. 393). Children aiso
benefited from the "Michigan Agency Attorney Project" by having the attorney
and the social worker develop a very intensive case plan fiom the beginning of

eaclt cuse (my emphasis). In doing so, if parents were unable to make the

necessary changes within a reasonable period of time, such evidence becarne ciear
and convincing to both social workers and lawyers, resulting in an earlier

Termination of Parental Rights (TPR) finding. In addition, the private model of
legal representation was found to achieve permanency decisions far earlier than
the public model of le@ representation. For exampie, in one county, Hemng

(1993) found that a TPR was achieved, on average, 250 days earlier when handled
by the project's own attorney.
Farley (1993) m t e that prior to the implenientation of "Effective
Pnictices: Changing a System to Change a Child's Life", one of the four projects
described in Children Can't Wait: Reducinp Delays in Out-Of-Home Cam, the
total average time children waited from the point when the goal became adoption,
until the TPR process was complete, was h o years and two months. At the end

of the project, the time had k e n shortened to just under one year and two
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If we are to agree with the experts as to the negaüve consequences that

can arise from children remaining without a plan for their future, it would
appear that some control of this trauma can be achieveà. The above examples

serve to demonstrate that interprofessional collaboration beîween courts and
agencies, between social workers and lawyers, c m contribute to improved case

planning and a reduction in delays for children in care.
Johnson and Cahn (1993) concluded their examination of the issues and
implementation of alternatives aimed at reducing the length of time children
remain in care by highlighting that "the unique strengths of each discipline can
be joined to produce strong interdisciplinary partnerships, promoting positive

outcomes for the children and families they serve" (p. 393).
In addit ion to Johnson and Cahn's (1993) fmdings, the literature provides
us with statements on how positive collaborative efforts between social workers
and lawyers can result in

"...the preservation o r restoration of the family as a

socially functionuig and law-abiding unit" (Bell, 1975-76, p. 38); and an onering

of

'. . . greater benefits to clients by maximizing the contribution of both

professions to the client" (Smith, 1970, p. 168).
The next chapter outlines the hypotheses that direct this research, as weïï

as the methodology used in this study.
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CHAPiER OH

Pumose of the Resmwch

Chiid protection proceedings involve a myriad of socio and legal tasks for
which the "hnt-üne" chiid protection worker and iawyer are responsible. Little

or no data have k e n gathered at a local Ievel to su bstantiate which professional
does what in the Litigation of child protection cases. The primary goal of the

proposed shidy was to determine the degree in which 'froot-iine' workers and

lawyers agree o r disagree on who bas primary responsibility for forty-two tasks
commooly encountered in child protection pmeedings. The supplemental
qualitative component of focus group interviews offered opportunities for
participants to discuss the results of the study and its impücations for practice.

Researcb Obiectiives
The specifie, primary objectives of this research project are: (1) To
measure the degree to which social workers and lawyers agree on who has
primary responsibiüty for each of the 42 tasks idenaed

io the questionnaire; and

(2) To measure the degree to which social workers and lawyers disagree on who

has primary responsibility for each of the 42 tasks identified in the questionnaire.
R e s e a r c a H ~

The area of social worker/lawyer collaboration and the question of "who
does wbat?" in chiId protection profeedings has been given relatively little

attention by researchers. What studies have been done, have k e n conducted
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primarily by our neighbours to the south. As reported earlier in the literature

review, three studies (Brennan & Khinduka, 1971; Weil, 1982; & Russel, 1988)
which sought to clarify the roles and responsibilities in child protection
proceedings, pmvided inconclusive results to its readers, thereby reinforcing the
confusion and uncertainty by which social workers and lawyers operate specific to
the context of child protection cases. Based on these findings and this
researcher's own personai observations as a "front-line" child protection worker
over a five year period, including active involvement in multiple, contested c hild
protection cases, it is believed that this same confusion pervades the working
relationship behveen social workers and lawyers and the cases which bring them
together within Winnipeg Child and Family Services.

We know that locally, the amount of contested child protection cases is on
the rise. A logical extension of this fact is that the contact between social workers

and lawyen is also increasing. It seems timely then to reexamine the topic of
social worker/lawyer collaboration and the assignnient of roles and
responsibilities in child protection proceedings a t a local level.
For the purposes of this study, the nuïï hypothesis was stated as:
Statistically significant clifFerences in the responses from social wor kers and
lawyen wilï not be found. The research hypothesis was stated as: Statisticaiiy
signiti~cantdifferences in the responses from social workers and lawyen to each of
the identified tasks will be found. Because of the lack of research support, no
particuiar direction for these clifferences (Le., whether social worken or lawyers
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are more likely to attrihute h s k s to their own o r the other profession) was
predicted.
Tbe R m h Desien

Rubin and Babbie (1989) wrote that not only is survey research the most
"frequently used mode of observation in the social sciences" (p. 313), but also that
it is pmbably the best method available to the social scientist interested in
collecting original data for purposes of describing a population too large to
observe directiy (Babbie, 1975). The research design used for the purpuses of this
research was the cross-sectional survey design. A sample of respondents known
for their involvernent in child protection cases was selected from a Listing of al1
lawyen licensed to practice law in Manitoba and al1 "front-line" child protection
workers employed hy Winnipeg Child and Farnily Services. A self-adm inistered
questionnaire was developed, pretested in December, 1996, and then fomarded to

each of the participants in March, 1997. The advantages of the self-administered
survey, rather than an interview survey, includes the amount of data that can be
collected, the speed by which it can be collected, economy, lack of interviewer
bias and the possibility of anonymity and privacy (Babbie, 1975). Anonymity and
privacy was absolutely essential in this study considering that this researcher was

a colleague to some of the respondents.
This study also included a supplemental, qualitative component. Two of
the goals of interviewing is to off-set the relative rigidity and lack of recognition

to the context of social life (Rubio & Babbie, 1989) offered by the survey research

&ial
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design, and to undershnd the personal realities of research participants and the
experiences unique to them (Tutty et al.. 1996). Patton (1990) has noted that
qualitative methods are particularly usefui for capturing differences among
people, for finding out what "people do, know, think and feel by interviewing" (p.

PL) and are oriented toward the notioiis of discovery and exploration of a topic.
h i i k e quantitative research methods where results can typically be generalized,
qualitative research methods offer a niore detailed examinat ion a bout the
perceptions held by a small number of people which serves to increase the
understanding of cases or situations (Patton, 1990).
Two ftxus group interviews, one with social worken and oiie with lawyers,

were held. An interview guide approach (Patton. 1990) was utilized with three
topics o r questions being specified in advance, in outline form. The strengths of
providing an outline in advance increases the coniprehensiveness of the data and

rnakes data collection somewhat more systematic. Other strengths of this
particular approach are that logical gaps in data can be anticipated and closed
and that the interviews themselves reniain fairly conversatio~raland situational.

Weaknesses in the use of the interview guide approach as opposed to the
standardized, open-ended interview o r the closed, fixed response interview,
include the risk that important and salient topics may be inadvertently omitted.
Other limitations of this approach are the interviewer's flexibility in sequencing
and wording questions which can result in substantially different responses from
different perspectives, thus reducing the comparability of responses (Patton,
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1990). Three questions served as a guideLine in conducting the interviews. The
t i n t question focused on the results of the study and asked the interviewees to
consider whv such findings were apparent. The second question sought to
explore if such findings had any impact on the working relationships between
social workers and lawyers and if so, how? The second component to this
question asked whether clients could be ùnpacted by the ciifferences found in the
responses from social workers and lawyers and if so, how? The final question
explored whdt recommendations could corne forth from the study in a n effort to
clarify the roles and responsibilities of each profession and what efforts could be
undertaken to eiihance interprofessional collaboration.
The validity of qualitative measures has k e n reported as fairly high
(Jackson, 1988) since direct observations and classifications are k i n g ninde. The
rislis which may threaten the credibility of qualitative research studies may
mclude the researcher's own personal bias and life view which could affect the
interpretation of the data. In addition, prematu rely drawing conclusions before
the data are analyzed o r censoring, ignoring, o r dismissing data as irrelevant are
errors commonly found in qualitative methods (Tutty, Rothery, & GrinneIl, Jr.

1996). To prevent such rnistakes, consideration could be given to "meniber
checking",which includes inviting feedback from the research participants as a
way of ensuring the accuracy in reporting and discussing the results. In addition,

the researcher could assess for any effeet that the interviewer may have had on
the interviewees o r vice versa, as an intemewer who is too responsive to the
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participant may result in the participant becoming misleading in an effort to
please the interviewer (Tutty, Rothery, & Grinneii, Jr., 1996).

The OuestionrwirP- The questionnaire used in this study was based on the
previously created and amended questionnaires used by Brennan and Khindu ka
(1971), Weil (1982), and Russel (1988), who fomerly studied the topic of social

workerflawyer collaboration in the United States.
.

In order to ensure the representativeness of the questionnaire to the local

Manitoba context, it was re-organized and pre-tested by a selected "expert" panel
of three social workers and three lawyers chosen for their varying degrees of
experience in child protection litigation. The participants were asked to complete
the questionnaire and delete those tasks not pertinent to the exercise or,
altematively, to suggest tasks to be added to the list of tasks previously identified.
Al1 of the six participants asked to complete the questionnaire in the pretest
meeting did so. In total, 12 additional tasks were identified by the pre-test panel

as needing to be included in the questionnaire. Nune of the tasks listed on the
questionnaire prior to its distribution to the six professionds were deleted. Other
recommendations included the need for increased specificity on the directions
section of the questionnaire to ensure participants responded according to the
ideal, rather tbao what may be the current practice. As well, it was
recommended that a category depicting social worken and lawyers having joint
responsibüity for a particular task be Uicluded and designated as "Both".
Additionally, a category designated "Don't Know" was recommended with the
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h o p that this would deter respondents from leaving a question unanswered
should they be uncertain of their answer. The panel also recommended that the
category "Lawyer" he broken down into hvo sub-groups (Le. Agency cuunsel and
ParentsfChild cnunsel). However, in the case of the latter recommendation, such

an application would have shifted the foeus of the questionnaire from one of
designating whether a social worker o r a lawyer held responsibility for each task,
to one of designating which type of lawyer was responsible for each task The
social worker role would have become secondary in the List of alternatives from
which to choose. This, of course, would have defeated the entire purpose of the
research, and rendered at least 12 of the 42 tasks inapplicable for inclusion on the
questionnaire. For these reasons, the panel's recommendation tu sub-divide the
category "Lawyer" into two response categories was not adopted. The final
questionnaire used in this research is reproduced in Appendix A.

S a m ~ i Procedures
ï~
The revised questionnaire was sent to 113 social
worken and 104 lawyen who were identified as k i n g involved in child protection
litigation. The criteria for inclusion of social workers in this research pertaios to

those "front line" workers whose job description read as follows: providing
management of and seMce to a caseload comprised of multi-problem families,
children a t risk witb special ne&, and famiiy service cases; assessrnent of risk,
individual and family functionin g and service needs; crisis intervention; service
planning; short and long term intervention; completion of child protection
investigations and court work; apprehension of chüdren at N k and placement in
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appmpriate aad/or avaüable sett ings; advocacy and Liaison between client and
external resources; completion of written mp~ïts,file recording, f o m s and
correspondence; and provision of pernlanency planning for children. In selecting
this particular group of social workers to participate in this research, there was a
concentrated effort to target those workers most likely to be exposed to, and
involved in, the Litigation of chüd protection matters. For example, social
workers w o r h g in the foster home departments o r family reunifcation
programs would have significantly less (if any) exposure o r involvement in the
iitigation p r o c e s The total number (h3 of 113 represented the full sample of
"front line" protection workers in Winnipeg Child and Family Services whose job
description qualified them for inclusion in this research.
The names of 104 lawyers were obtained in coosultation with Agency
counsel, who by virtue of her years of service could be quaWied

as an "expert" in

identifying those lawyers who have practiced or currently do involve themselves
in child protection pmceedings. A complete list of lawyers licensed to practice
law in Manitoba was obtained by pumhasing the 1997 Legal Directory. With the
assistance of Agency counsel, the names of 104 lawyers (both Agency counsel and
counsel representing either parents o r children) were identified by simply going
through the alphabeticai direetory and choosing those who were recognized by
Agency counsel as having had experience in chüd protection proceedings.
Questionnaires were distributed to the full sample of 104 lawyers.
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Interviews
Each respondent was given the option of participating in a interview. The

purpose of thesc interviews was to pmvide feedback on the results of the survey
and obtain suggestions concerning implications and follow up. Each respondent
was asked to check on the final page of the questionnaire whether they wished to
participate in an individual interview with the researcher o r a group interview
with other menibers of their profession. This page was separated from the rest of
the questioniirire and forwarded to the writer in a separate envelope. In utilizing
this niethod, the resptmdent 's answers to the questionnaire reniainrd confident iai.
A honiogeneous suhgmup froni the total sample of each profession emerged and

two focus groups, one with social workers and one with lawyers, was coiiducted.
Every social worker who indicated an interest in being interviewed aas iiivited.

Random sampling methods were used in the selection of lawyrrs given the high
number who expressed a willingness to be interviewed. There were five hwyers
who indicated an interest in participating in an interview. however were iiot

selected. Follow-up letten notifying them of the selection prucess and thanking
them for their interest were bxed to each of the l a w y e n In accordance with the
recommendations of the Faculty of Social Work Research Ethics Cornmittee
(Appendix B). al1 participants k i n g interviewecl were required to sign a n
Informed Consent F o m (Appendix C). Given the discornfort with being
audiotaped, a verbatim transcription was not possible. Instead, an assistant
accompanied me t o the interviews and took notes of the discussions. Attempts
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were then made to organize each sentence according to the responses offered by

social workers and lawyers as described by Berg (1995) o r Tutty, Rothery, and

Grimeil, Jr. (1996).

Data Colledion Ehmdams
DatP Collediun The revised questionnaire was distributed in March, 1997

to 113 chiId protection workers withùi WCFS and 104 lawyers withio Winnipeg
who had litigated child protection cases. The questionnaires were distnbuted to
front line ~rotectionworkers only whose job description conforrned to
specifications earüer indicated A master üst of social workers was obtained from
the Agency's executive office and follor up phone cails to each of the satellite
offices were made to ensure the accuracy of this list. Given the frequency of staff
turnover and lateral movements within the Agency, care was taken to ensure that
the questionnaires were distnbuted only to those wbo fulfilled the selection

criteria %ciai workers received their questionnaire via the interdepartmental
courier, who hand delivered the questionnaire to their individual offices. The
majority of the questionnaires for the lawyen were placed in mailboxes at the
Court of Queens Bench (QB). If a lawyer did not have a mailbox at QB, the

questio~aireswere either mailed (to lawyers practicing in rural amas) o r hand
delivered to their office.

Distrifiion and Collection of O u e s t i o e . The questionnaires were
enclosed in an envelope with the participants' name and mailing address on the
envelope as well as a bnef, covering letter of explanation (Appendix D). Ln order
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to ensure anonymity, Ms CheryI Green, a research associate in a neighbouring
province was given the "master Est" of social workers and lawyers and was
responsible for the collection of ail questionnaires. Ma Green was also
responsible for detachin g the final page of the questionnaire (which indicated
interest in participating in a foilow-up interview) From the body of the
questionnaire and fonvarding to the wnter the names of those persons interested
in prrticipating in such an interview. The participants were given three weeks to
complete and return the questionnaire to the research associate through the mail.

Cross-tabulation, commonly referred to as chi-square, is especially well
suited for r nurnber of social work research situations, as many of the variables
under study have "yes-no" categories (as does this project). Ln these cases, when
the variables under study a r e both considered to be at the nominal level, the chisquare test is a legitimate statistical test for many data analysis projects
(Weinbach & Grinneli, 1987). Chi-square procedures test only for the existence
(weak or strong) of an relationship and cannot indicate cause-effeet knowledge
(Weinbach & Grinnell, 1987), direction (Lutz, 1983), or "how much" of a
relations hip or association exists (Wright, 1986). In many research situations, the
strength and nature of the dependence of variables is a central question. The
simplest solution to this problern is to always calculate a measure of association
when the chi-square test has suggested that there is an association in the
population (Lutz, 1983). To do so, Proportional Reduction in Error (PRE)
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measures are usecl, These measures are more versatile and informative than the
chi-square measures and offer complementary information to the chi-square
measure. Lambàa, a PRE measure of association for nominal data which
indicates the "degree to which we can reduce the error in predicting values of one
variable from values of another" (Levin & Fox, p. 492), is helpful in assisting the
researcher's evduation of the association between variables. As it pertains to this
research, such a test would be used to a m e r the question, "To what extent can
we predict the participants responses by knowing their professional afïiliation,
that is, whether they are a social worker o r a hvyer?" While lambda cannot be
used to draw inferences about an association's existence from sample data to a
population (it cannot be generalized from one to the other), it can represent

measures of association strength for descriptive purposes (Lutz, 1983). In this
particular project, the dependent and independent variables are not clearly
defmed. As such, symmetrical lambàa, as opposed to asymmetrical, was
calculateci. Lutz (1983) provides us with a verbal translation of the values of
lambda as exemplifed in the foUowing table.

II

vallue of ~ e a ~ n r e

I

I
I
I

III

O
.O1

- 25

- S5
5 6 - .75

26

.76

- .99
1

I

verbal InterpretPoon

Il

I

No Association

I

1
I
I

Weak Associatio n
Moderate Association

Strong Association
Very Strong Association

1

Perfect Association

Il
I
I

III
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(Lutz. 1983. p.156).
While chi-square analysis is not recommended on tables where the
expected frequency is less than 5 and the df=l given the increase in risk of the
nul1 hypothesis k i n g falsely rejected (Type 1 error), recent studies iiidicate that
this is "probably t w stringent and can be relaxed" (Nomsis, p. B-99). Another
option in addressing the concern of small expected frequencies, is to utilize the
Yates corrected chi-square which is used specifically when small expected
frequencies are found in the d a t a This measure is incorporated to offset or
"correct" any distortions in the data which may be evident in r 2 x 2 table with
smali expected frequencies. In this study, Yates's correction for continuity was
automatieally calculated by SPSS, the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(Nomsis, 1992). Despite the limitations, the literature does indicate that for
sample sues as small as 8, chi-square has been shown to yield reliable test results
(Lutz, 1983).
The data obtained from the completed questionnaires was entered into
SPSS for analysis. Descriptive statistics commented on the frequency of responses
for several variables (Le., gender, years in respective profession, and court
appearances per month). The data was then organized in 2 x 2 cross-tabulation
(profession by perception of who had responsibility for each task) for each of the
12 tasks, as the focus in utilizing a cross-tab is on the differences between groups

(in this study, social workers and lawyers). In order to test for statistical
significance (tme sample difference not due to chance or sampling error alone),
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the chi-square test was utilized, given that the data for this particular study was
at a nominal level of messurement. As this is exploratory research, the alpba
level o r level of signficmce, was set at .OS, which means that the chances of
obtaining the measured association as a remit of sampling error are 5 times out
of 100 (Babbie, 1975).
With regard to the focus group interviews, content analysis procedures, as
noted earüer, were undertaken. Responses were organized according to
profession with three themes king identified: (1) diReremes in responses

between social worken and lawyen, (2) the impact of differences on working
relations hips between social workers and lawyers, and (3) recornmendati ons for
the future as it pertains to the working relationship between the two professions.
It would have been preferable to have had the opportunity to record the
interviews which wodd have aiiowed for a verbatim transcription of responses
offering increased accuracy and context to the results of the interviews. However,
this was simply not possible due to the resistance and discornfort associated with
such a plan. As such, any interpretation of these data must be made with
caution. Results of the qualitative component of the study are especially relevant

in the

f Î Î

chapter of this report where implications and recommendations for

future examination of this topic are explored

Confidentiaüty was maintained by the utilkation of Ms. Green who, in a
neighbouring province, was responsible for the collection of aiI completed
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questionnaires. Ms. Green was also responsible for forwarding the detached, last
page of the questionnaire to the writer, which indicated those who wished to
participate in the follow-up interviews.
With regard to the follow-up interviews, eacb participant was required to
sign an Informed Consent Form, which acknowledged that a "slight possibiüty"
existed that coofidentklity might be compromised by participatiag in the
interview, but that al1 possible efforts were made to maintain such confidentiality.

In addition to the limitations previously discussed, there are several other
methodologicai limitations to a cross-sectional survey design. First, given that
this research was cross-sectional, we were capturing information and rneasuring
such data at one single point in tirne only. We did not have the benefits of a
longitudinal analysis where measurements of change over tirne are possible. It
would be interesting to repliate this study at a one-year, three-year, o r five-year
interval to establish whether differences in responses behveen social workers and
lawyers change over time. Other options, as recommended by Weil (1982) may
be to repiicate this study after an intensive training program or major

educational effort is made towards clarifying the roles and responsibilities of
social workers and lawyers in the context of child protection cases, in order to
determine whether such an intervention is effective.
Second, the survey research method involves the retrieval of structured,
somewhat restricted information which may fail to account for the context of
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social life (Rubin & Babbie, 1989). The survey researcher can seldom develop the
"feel" for the total life situation in which respondents are thinking and acting
(Babbie, 1975). Bowever, the qualitative component of this research (the focus
group interviews), serves to mitigate this limitation to some degree and provides

complementary information on the context of social worker/lawyer collaboration
Third the cisk of social desirability and response bias exists with any seff
report measures calling into question the vaIidity of the measure (Rubin &

Babbie, 1989). In essence, 'what people say they believe does not always
correspond with how they actually behlive in real-lire situations " (Jackson, 1988,
p. 28).

Fourth, adequate response rates may be difficult to achieve in utilinng
survey research designs (Rubin & Babbie, 1989). This can be combatted by the
use of foliow up letters which encourage the completion of the questionnaire, if
necessary. However a responses rate of 50% (achieved in this project) is
considered adequate for reporting (Lutz, 1983).
F i h , cause and effect relationships are diffcult to establish through the
use of the cross-sectional survey (Streiner, 1986), as the information obtained in
such research is retrospective in nature. It is a collection of self-reports of
recalled past action. Surveys kck the tight controls of experùoents wherein the
variables can be manipulated and cause and effect relationships are more easily
ascertained (Rubin & Babbie, 1989). As this research does not seek to establish a
cause and effect relationship, this limitation is not applicable.
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Despite limitations, the cross-sectional survey design can, on matten of
fact. produce reliable and valid responses (Jackson, 1988). Coupled with the
advantages descrihed earlier and when the purpose of the study is to measure
attitudes (towards the assignment of roles and responsibilities in child protection
proceedings for the purposes of this study), Jackson (1988) writes that there is
"little other alternative than to ask people about those they hold" (p. 28)Aside from the strengths and weakaesses inherent in fmus group
interviews which were described earlier, several other notes should be made.
Focus group interviews allow for highly eff~cient,qualitative data collection (Le.,
the researcher can gather information from several people rather than just one
person). In addition, focus group interviews also provide some quality controls
on data collection in that participants tend to provide checks and balances on
each other that weed out false or extreme views. In doing so, group dynamics
typically lead to a focus on the most salient topics and issues at hand (Patton,

1990). Finally, focus group interview tend to be quite enjoyable to the
participants. Limitations of the focus group intrwiew include the limited number

of questions which can be asked (dependent on the number of participants in the
interview). Conducting such a group interview also requires knowiedge on how
to manage it so that the interview is not dominated by one or two people, but
rather that al1 participants are encouraged to share their views. Confiicîs may
arise, power struggles may ensue, and the interviewer m u t know how to respond
to such dynamics. For this project, these issues were especially pertinent as the
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participants al1 knew one another and a p p e d quite cornfortable in each other's
presence. One might suppose that in the Company of strangers, one's thoughts

and opinions may not take on the open, spontaneous, and direct comments as
exhibited by this particular subgroup of interviewees.

The next chapter describes the data analyses and presents the fmdings as
they relate to the hypotheses.
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In total, 217 questionnaires were distributed, with 103 cornpleted

-

questionnaires and six incomplete questionnaires returned a total respnnse rate
of 50%. Years of experience as a "front-linel' protection social worker ranged
from 1 to 32 years with the mean of 6 years (SD = 5.77). Years of experience
practicing law ranged frorn 2 to 25 years with a mean of 10 years (SD = 5.68).

Years iitigating child protection cases ranged fmm 2 to 25 years with a mean of 9
years (SD = 5.85). Table 2 demonstrates the respome rate for both professions.
Tabie 2

Response Rate by Profession

Social Workers

1

113

1

56

1

50 %

TOTAL

1

217

1

103

1

50%"

* Total response rate includes six incomplete returned questionnaires.
When differentiated by Area of Winnipeg Child and Family Services
( h e d e r referred to as WCFS), Nortbwest completed and returned the most
questionnaires, foiiowed by East Area. Table 3 shows the varying respome rates
by Area.
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TaMe 3
RcspMise Rate for Soeisl Worters

ArePofWCFS

Nomber Disb.i'bnted

Nrmiberlteûmd

RespoœeRrde

Central

27

11

41 %

Nort hwest

28

19

68 96

East

29

13

45 k

Southwest

29

12

41 %

113

55*

49 %

I

I

TOTAL
--

-

-

* Excludes one questionnaire where the

"Areaof WCFS" was omitted

Of the 47 questionnaires received from lawyen, 35 indicated they were
counsel for parents or children while 12 respondent s indicated that they were
counsel for the Agency. Four respondents indicated that they were counsel for
both the Agency and parentslcbiidren. As there was not a category on the

questionnaire to capture the lawyers who represented both parties, hvo of these
questionnaires were a r b i t d y assigned as Agency counsel while the remaining
two were arbitrariiy counted as counsel for parents/children. For the lawyers

that indicated they were "Agency counsel', it is w t known whether they
represented Winnipeg Chiid and Family Senices or other Agencies (Le, Native
Agencies), as the questionnaire did not aliow for this distinction, For these

reasons the total number of Agency couosel is somewhat inflated and must be
interpreted with caution. Table 4 demonstrates the responses according to
couasel
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krced

TOTAL

46 %

Table 5 differentiates the respondents by gender. The breakdown of this
partkular variable lends support to the traditionally held notion that the majority

of members of the social work profession are female and memben of the law
profession, male.

Response Rate According to Gcoder

plder

~PiPqiicncy

-

pw==YI

-*I

86 %

TOTAL

56

100%

When asked how frequently they had appeared in court over the past six
months, 5546 (n=30) of the social workers selected the 2 to 5 appearances per
month category. For the lawyers, however, 43% (n=20)selected the <2
appearances/month, indicating that for just under half of the lawyer respondents,
appearances in court on child protection matters comprise a very small

percentage of their total appearances in court per month. One rnight speculate

that child protection cases constitute a relatively smaU portion of their iaw

I
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tbat, of al1 the chüd protection cases they do have, the majority are

settled prior to the case having to go through the chiid protection Litigation
process. Table 6 demonstrates the respoiises to "Appearances h Court" for social

worken and lawyen
Tabie 6

A p p m m œ s in Court for SoeiPl Workem and Lawyers

Uükathn of the Cateeom Entitbri 'Other.
Each of the respondents had three choices in selecting their answer to the
question, "Who should have primary responsibiiity for each of these tasks?" (i-e.,

Social Worker, Lawyer, or Other). Some respondents viewed the "Other"
category to mean other professionai, inferring that neither a social worker nor a
lawyer, but some other professionai, should have primary responsibiiiîy for that
particular task.

Yet some respondents interpreted the "Other" category to mean

that both social workers and lawyers should share the respoasibility in carrying
out that parficular task. Because of the lack of consistency in how this category

was interpreteà, the responses to the "Other" category are reported descriptively,
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the frequencies of responses king approximations only. In aii cases, the
responses to the "Other" category were excluded from the statistical analysis,
which sought to either accept or reject the nul1 hypothesis.
The foilowing section descriptively reports on the results where the
participants interpreted the category entitled "Other" to mean "other
professional" (Le., not a social worker and not a lawyer, but some "other"
professional).

Otber Rofessiooals' hoivement in a Child Protection Roceeding. Out of
the 56 completed questionnaires returned from the social workers, five
respondents (9%)exclusively selected either a social worker or lawyer as having
primary responsibility for each of the tasks listed on the questionnaire. Out of
the 47 completed questionnaires returned by the lawyers, only three (6 5% ) felt
that the responsibüity for each of the listed h s k s fell exclusively to either the
social worker o r the lawyer, that is, these respondents did not feel that any of the

tasks could be shared nor did they feel that the task could be assigned to anybody
but a social worker or a lawyer.
Approximately 24 social workers (43%) and 23 iawyers (49%) utilized the
category "Other" to m

e another professional who should have primary

responsibility for each identifïed task. Theù responses to each task are itemized

in Table 7. Under the pre-adjudication phase of the child protection pmceeding,
the task found to result ui the highest frequency of respondents assigning it
elsewhere (Le., assigning the task to someone other than a social worker or a
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lawyer) was Serving P e W n and Nuüce of H e d g Chsk # 4). For this particular
task, it c m be noted that almost 1P of the social workers and just under 114 of
the lawyers. believe that this task should be carried out by a process server
rather than the current practice where this responsibiliîy usually falls to the

social worker. It has k e n discussed frequeotly among social worken that they
rarely have the time to carry out this task andior that the task may involve
workers putting themselves at physical risk - a position some social worken
believe should not be an expected job requirement. Pnpming-a

(Task #3)

gave rise to some discrepancy as seven social workers felt that this task should
belong to the legd clerk while no lawyers assigned this responsibility out to
another professional. It is quite likely that the lawyers viewed this task as one
with a legal focus and thus would feel that the primary responsibility for this task
should fa11 to the lawyer. The cross-tabulation (Table 9) indeed substantiates this
assumption with 44 out of the 47 lawyers assigning this responsibility to
themselves.
Filuig Petitions (Task #7) was identified by both social worken (13%)and
lawyers (9%)as k i n g a task which could be assigned to either a paralegal or a
legal clerk. Again, this is a task with a legal function, one which is not
necessarily directly camed out by the lawyers themselves but which clearly bas a
legal foeus. This is also confmed in the cross-tabulation (Table 9), where 49 out
of 56 (88%) social workers assigned this task to the lawyen. The remainder of
the social worken assigned the task to the legai clerks. Thirty-six out of 47
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lawyers (77%) assigned this task to themselves with 9% assigning this task to a
paralegal. These findings indicate that there is some recognition between both
professions that Sersaig Pdiaon rmd Notice of Herrring and Filarg Pietitions are
primarily fuoctional legal tasks which could be handled by someone other than
the social worker or the lawyer.

There are three additional observations related to the remaining tasks
üsted under the pre-adjudication phase of the child protection proceeding.

Lawyen are more likely to allocate responsibility for certain tasks to
judges than social worken are. Table 7 demonstrates that while a small
percentage of lawyers listed judges as having primary responsibility for;
R e c o n t m e ~ psgcliolO@z@sgcAiaftic
g

srioirla testii (4 6 ), lk-g

Infonning pmcnis of th&
Deteminhg

(U:USS

assessrnent (4 % ), Deciding w k t k child

wRich ases sbuld be informa& Aisposed of (2 4% ),

right~when the& CWis &n

Oilo c m (2 % ),

crtltngellunfs (2 5% ), and AssessiAg pmcntnl c c q b a c i t ~(4 % ), none

of the social workers identified a judge as having responsibility for any of these

tasks. An explanation for this fiding is diffcult to state with any degree of
certainty. However, it couid be due in part to lawyers' k i n g more acutely aware
of the role and responsibilities of judges than social workers. This fmding also

begs the question, "What then, do social worken believe the responsibility of the
judge is in a child protection proceeding?"

The second observation is that social workers are more likely to identiQ
the Winnipeg City Police (WCP) as having responsibility for some tasks than
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lawyers are. For example, 4 % (n=2) of social workers gave the responsihility for
ReCiminory investiution of focts to substmrtiotc aüegafions (Task #13) to WCP

and 2% (n=l) of social workers dlocated Disc~cssionof &gations

wah n e d ! h d

p ~ ~ t i t i o n ewho
n m q Ihve trecrtcd the chihi (Task #14) to the WCP. No lawyen

however. identified the Winnipeg City Police as having prïmary responsibility for
either of these tasks. This finding could be due in part to both these tasks king

"pre-legai"in nature, primarily occurring before the initiation of n child
protection legal proceeding and with the focus k i n g to substantiate whether
abuse occurred or not in order to make a determination whether criminal charges
will be laid.
The third observation is that for 12 out of the 36 (46%) tasks listed under
the pre-adjudication phase of the child protection proceding, there is apparent
agreement between social workers and lawyen that nu "other" professionals
should have primary responsibility for these tasks (identified in Table 6 with a
- )

Both social workers and lawyen identified 14 tasks under this first phase of

the chiid protection proceeding, which should be carried by "other" pmfessionals.
For six of these tasks, there is agreement behveen the two professions that the

tasks should be the primary responsibility of other professionals. although there is
some disaereement on which "other" professional should have the primary
responsibility for two tasks. For example, while both professions identify that
Decidïng whkh cascs &uld

be mfonnally dïqposed of (Task #15) should be

undertaken by an "other" professional, 4 % of the social workers felt that this task
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should be their supemsor's responsibility, while 2 % of lawyen felt that this task
should be a judge's responsibility. Similarly, Assessing clCtrrnativefonulral

pkewaents (Task #22) is identified by members of both professions as falling to
the responsibility of another professional, however. 4 % of social workers feel that
this task should be the responsibility of the kinship worker while 2 % of lawyers
feel that an independent assessor should carry this responsibility. For sonle
Irwyen who represent parents o r their children, there is a belief that the kinship
worker (a social worker employed by Winnipeg Child and Family Services who
conducts home studies on yardianship applicants) is unable to be objective, and
is therefore biased in favour of the Agency. Some lawyers therefore prefer for
the home study to be performed by a "independent" (i.e., external) assessor.
Agreement exists, as previous ly rnentiuned, for "other" professionals to c a r y the
responsibility for Scwing Peniaion and No&

of H e h g (Ta& #4) and Filing

P e n s (Task #7). Responses to the tasks, Deciding w h e t b CU
should teshfi
(T'ask #9) and Assessmg p47~nto;lq a c i r y (Task #26) offer some minimal (perhaps

semantical) differences which can be noted in Table 7.
Under the Adjudication phase of the child protection proceeding, the
results indicate that there is significant agreement among social workers and
lawyers that only one of these tasks should be the primary responsibility of an
"other" professional, but that for al1 the other tasks Iisted under this phase of the
child protection proceeding, none should be assumed by any other professional.
Seven percent of social workers believed that DetGnnining "Need of P m t c ~ an
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should be the primary responsibility of the judge, while 2 % believed it should be
the primary responsibility of their supervisor. Twenty three percent of the
lawyen, on the other hand. identified the judge as k i n g the professional who
should incur responsibility for this task. No other professionals were identified

by the lawyers. Once again. this finding emphaskes the point made wrlier that
lawyen are niore tikely (for this task, three times more likely) to place
responsibility on a judge than social worken are. Fewer "other" professionals
k i n g identified in this phase of the child protection proceeding is not surprising,
given that the tasks listed under the adjudication phase concentrate on tasks
perfornied in court, and as such, would simply be inappropriate if assigned to
anybody but the social worker o r the lawyer.
Results found in the Post-adjudication phase of the child protection
proceeding agnin Vary when looking a t the assignment of these tasks to "nther"
professionals. Two percent of the lawyen believe that the responsibility For

Wmning pamnts about vioùzting CO&

ordcr (Task #37) and Monauring pmgress of

cknts' pmtkiplrfion in mMbiIitate n s o m e s (Task M O ) should belong to the

judge. Four percent of the social workers believe the judge should have primary
responsibility for Wmning p

m about viOGatarg court onlcr and 2 % believe this

task should fall to the parents' counsel as should responsibility for Interpreüng
c o r n ordcr ta p m n t s

(Task #36). Two percent of lawyers felt that Intmprefing

corn ordcr to c m should be the primary responsibility of the foster parents.

is not surprising to see that no social workers assigned this responsibility

It
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elsewhere, quite Wely believing that this is their own responsibility, an
observation confirmed by results from the cross tabulation Once again. some
social workers deferred responsibility to Winnipeg City Poüce, where 4% of
social workers believed that Moniforing the implcncrntation of the CO&

O+

(Task #39) should be handled by WCP, while none of the lawyers identified any
"other" professional to assume responsi bility for this task. Uniike the
adjudication phase, there is more latitude after the child protection proceeding
has concluded to involve 'otherOprofess ionals, although this perceived latitude is

rather restncted as most of the respmses to these tasks leaned to legal
professionds (Le., parents counsel and judge rather than to "other" professionals
outside of the legal community). N o "other" professionals were identified as
appropriate in carrying responsibility for Dclcraùning a service p h for the c m

cmd f m d y (Task #38) by eiîher social worken or lawyers. This is not surprising,
given that this task is clearly one which would be the responsibility of the social
worker.
Under the miscellaneous section of the questionnaire, "other" professionals
were named for O r g a g and f4cihthg rroining nlated to k g d proceàwes

CTask Ml), where 5% of social workers and 2 % of lawyers felt that responsibility
for this task should lie with Agency Management. Making nfenals fo Meâïaüon

or Ahmutive Dispute Resolotion on beMf of clicnr (Task W) was identified by
2 % of the social workers as a task which should be the primary responsibility of

a judge. Albeit a smali percentage, this is an interesting dichotomy to eariier
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findings which showed that it is more likeiy that lawyen wiil assign responsibility
to judges than social workers. For this particular task, no Iawyers assigned
responsibility to a judge. Table 7 summarizes the assignment of responsibilities
to "other"pmfessionals by both social workers and lawyers.

TaMe 7

Other Rofesiooals' Imolvement in the Cidd Protedon Roceeding

Il

Task Number

1. Rccommending psychological
psychiatrie asscssmcnt

r

-

2. Sharing particulars
- -

. -

I

3. Preparing amdavits

-

4%-.Judge (n=2)
2%-Family Dr. (n=l)
2 % -'supervising psychologist (n=l)

I

-

I

-

13% - Ixgal Clerk
(n=7)

5. Recommending length of
order sought / recommending
particular disposition to Court
-

6. Notifying parents of
appmhension

7. Filing Petitions

113%

- Legai

Clerk

(n=7)
8. Selection of Witnesses

I

2% - Chiid's
Therapist (n=l)

9. Deciding whether child
should testiQ

10. Entering agreements with
parents or tbeir counsel
11. Discussing allegations with
Police or Crown

-

I

1%- Judgc (n=t)
2 % - Psychologist (n=l)
2% - Physician (n=l)

Social Workers and Lawyers
-- -

12. Explainhg reasons for
beariog to parents

Y

13. Preliminary investigation of
facts to substantiate degations
14. Discussion of aliegations with
medical pracîitione rs w ho may
bave treated the child

2 % - Parent's
Counsel (n=l)
4% - Winnipeg
City Pdice h=2)

-

2% Winnipeg City
Poüce (n-1)

15. Deciding whicb cases should
be informaMy dispotseci of (Le.

2%

- Judge

(Court) (n=1)

2%

- Judge

(Court) (n=l)

2%

- Judge

(Court) (n=l)

child returned home o r VPA
signe@

I
I

16. Requesting witnesses to
testify at court hearing

17. Deciding the content of
part iculars

18. Informing parents of their
rights when their child is taken
into care

1 19. Preparing pmtrial bt-ief
20. Preparing "lay" witnesses,
Le. foster parents, character
witnesses

I
Il

21. Determinhg access
arrangements

22. Assessing alternative fami üal
phcemen ts

4% Kinship Worker
(n=2)

2%

- Independent &essor

4%

4% - Court (n=2)
- Independent Assessor (11-21
2% - Psychologist (n=l)

(n=l)

23. Informing client of
community resources for
treatrnent o r rehabilitation

24. Preparing a contested court
summary

25- Making referrals to
rehabilitation resources on
behaif of client
26. Assessing parental capacity
1

-

4% CPC (n=2)
2 % "Expertn (n=l)

-
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I

27. Determining "need of
protection"

2% - Supervisor
b=l)

28. Oral argument
29. Presenting information about
allegations in court
30. Presentation of social history
information to the court

31. Informing the court of
community resources for
treatment or rehahiiitation

Il

- Judge (Court) (0-11)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

32. Informa1 discussion of a case
with the judge

33. Scheduling of witnescs
34. Speaking at pre-trial
conference

1

23%

35. Interpreting court order to
child

2%

I

-

37. Warning parents about
violating court order

I

I

(n=l)

2% - Parent's
Counsel (n=l)

36. Interpreting court order to
parents

38. Detemining a service pIan
for the child and family

- Foster parents

1% Judge (n=2)

2% - Parent's
Counsel (n=l)

-

2% Court (n=I)

l

39. Monitoring the
implementation of the court
order

40. Monitoring progress of
dients' participation in
rehabilitation resource

-

2%

- Court (n=l)

Soeial W o r k e n and Lawyen

-

2%

5% Agency
Management (n=3)

41. OrganiPng and facilitating

training related to legal

70

- Agency Management (o=l)

procedures

2%

Mediatioo or Alternative
Dispute Resolutim on behalf of
client

I

I

- Judge (n=l)

1

The following section descriptively reports on the results where the
participants interpreted the category entitled "other" to mean " both" social
worker and lawyer sharing responsibility. It also includes the respomes to the
follow-up question on shared responsibility found after each section of the
questionnaire.
Shared Rg~omibiliaesin the Chihi Protection Proceeding- Approrimately

16 social workers (29%) and fiteen lawyers (32%) defined the category "Other"
to mean both social worker and lawyer should have responsibility for the

îask.

Some respondent s used the word "joint' or "shared" which, for the purposes of
this study, was defined as both professionals sharing responsibility for that
particular task. In addition, the follow-up question which followed each section
of the questionnaire offered the respondents yet another opportunity to comment
on the sharing of tasks behveen both professions. Table 8 summarizes these
resul t s
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Task N m b e r

I

(1

1. Recommending psychologie al
/psychiatrie assessrnent

4. Serving Petitioa and Notice of

Hesring

5. Recommending lcngth of urder
sought / recornmending particular
disposition to Court

9% (n=%

30% (n=IJ)

*

6. Notifying parcnts of apprehension

1 7. Filiag Petitioa
1 8. Selection of Witnesses

(1

I
1

2 % (n=l)

36% (n=20)

9. Deciding whether child should

'=oh

I

10. Entcriag agreements with parents
o r their counsel

11. Discussing allegatioas with Police o r

I
Il

12. Explaining reasons for heai-hg to
parents

13. Preliminary hvestigation of facts to
substantiate allega tions

14. Discussion of aIlegations with
medical practitioners who may have
treated the child
15. Deciding which cases should be
infonnaiiy disposed of (Le. child
returned home or VPA signeà)

16% (a+)

l

11% (n=a

I
I

21% (n=IO)
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16. Requesting witoesses to testify at
court bearing

17. Deciding the content of particulars
18. Informing parents of thek rights
wben their child is taken into care

7% ( n 4 )

13% (n-6)

27% (n=15)

17% ( n 4 )

13% (n=7)

9% ( n 4 )

5% (n=3)

10% ( n = 3

t

2% (n=l)

I

20. Preparing "layuwitnesses, Le. foster
jmrents, character witnesses

21. Determining access arrangements

22 Assessing dternativc familial
placements

2% (n=l)

23. hfonning client of community
resources for treatment or
rehabilitation

20% (n-Il)

9% ( n 4 )

25. Making refends to rebabilitation
tesources on behalf of client

2% (n=l)

4% (n=2)

26. Assessing parental capacity

2% (n=l)

2% (n=l)

24. Preparing a contested court
surnmary

27. Determining 'oeed of protection"

1 28. Orai argument

Il

6% (II=~)

-

. -

-

-

1
1

2% (n-1)
2% (n=l)

1
1

-

29. Presenting information about
allegations in court
30. Presentation of socid history
information to the court
--

-

- -

---

-

31. Informing the court of community
remurnes for treatment or
rehabilitation

Il

32. informal discussion of a case witb
the judge

Il

34. SpenLing st pre-triai moference

l

23% (n=Il)
6% (n=3)
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1 35. Interprcting court wder to child T

I

- 1 -

21 % -(n-12)
-

-

=%

(n=I 1)

36. interprcting court order to parents

45% (n-25)

19% (11x9)

37. Warning parents ahout violati ng
court order

36% (n=20)

13% ln=@

I
I

M. Deterrnining a service pian for the
child and family

39. Monitoring the implementation of
the court order

l
l

JO. Monitoring progress of clients'
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(n=2)

2% (n=l)

4%

5 % (n=3)

2 % (n=l)

+

participation in rebabilitation resource

r

Misce-

I

I I . Organizing and facilitating training
related to legal procedures

I

42. Making rcferrals to Mediation or
Alternative Dispute Resolution on
hehalf of client

There are seven tasks under the pre-adjudication phase of the child
protection proceeding which demonstrate moderate variations in the percentage

of responses froni social workers and lawyers when commenting on shsrred
responsibilities. Social Workers a p p r more open to sharhg the responsibility
for: S e t è h n of wiftusses (Task #8), Entering agnemcnts wïth p m c n ~ sor t k i r
cormscl (Task #IO), Decimjrg the contenf of p b r J a r s (Task #17), and h

p

ea

contestcd comt suininary (Task #24) than lawyen do. EntrrPlg agreements with
parents or tkir counsel, perhaps the most controversial task debated between

social workers and Iawyers, is demonstrated in this study to persist as a heated
topic between the two professions, given that 34% of social workers beüeve this

task could be shared compared to 1596 of lawyers who are of the sanie opinion.
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In t e m s of impact on clients and service delivery, clearly this particular task
carries much more signiricance than the three other tasks which are primarily
preparatory tasks which both the social worker and lawyer may contribute
towards.

Lawyen, on the other hand, are more willing to share responsibility for:
Recomm~h
g g t h of ordrr s o u g ~ c o m m c n d i n gp&u&w
comt

Aisposition to the

(Task #5), DiscnFsion of aUtgutions wï!h n t ~ t n i i d p ~ n ewlio
t s mq h c

Irtafcd the

c m (Task #14), and Pnparïng %y " wibicsses ic foster praents (Task

#20) than social worken are. It is quite likely that social workers believe the
primary responsibiiity for preparing witnesses for court is the lawyer's job. The

results related to Task #5 are quite fascinating, given that lawyers are three times
more willing o r open to sharing responsibility for this task than social workers

are. This could be due in part to the social worker's view that the lawyer's job is
to teIl them what length of order the Agency would be successful in obtaining
before a Court. The counter argument, however, could be that the service o r
case plan, which is usually the social worker's responsibility, ( N o k ooly 2 % of
social workers and 4% of lawyers believed that Deteminhg a senice p h for the

c

W md fmnilg [Task #38] could be shared) should be the factor wbich

determines the length of time a child will be in a r e , or the anticipated length of
time a family will need to rehabiiitate themselves, rather than what the A p n c y
o r counsel believes wüi be acceptable to a court.

Perhaps the two are

inseparable, or perhaps each profession has a different view on whose needs are
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king satisfied by this pdrticular task.
The samples were similar in regard to shared responsibilities for the other
tasks listed under the pre-adjudication phase.
During the adjudication phase of the child protection proceeding, lawyers

are far more üliely than social workers to share responsibiiity for Deteminihg
"need of protection " (Tasli #27).

In the foiiowhg section, which shows a cross-

tabulation of responses f m m both social workers and lawyers to this particular
task, it is clear that the majority of social workers believe that this task is their
own responsibility

.

It was noted in the previous section describing "other"

professionals involvement in ehild protection proceedùigs, that 7% of social
workers felt that this task was the responsibility of the Judge, while 2 96 believed
this task should belong to theù supervisor. This is a task very f e s social workers

are willing to share with a lawyer, despite the fact that almost one quarter of
lawyen beiieve the task should be shared Social workers are willing to share
responsibiiity for Pres-g

mforinallon d o u t alkgutùms ai coiai (Task #29) and

Speaking at a p n a i a l confrence (Task #34) more so than lawyen are. There
could be hvo possible explaoations for this f i i n g . One is that social workers
want lawyers to be more involved in these two tasks than is presently the
pmctice. The other explanation could be that the social workers perceive the

lawyers to be "over-involvedu and wish for a more balanced presentation in court
from rnembers of both professions. It is not that the lawyers refuse to share
responsibility for these tasks. We can see in Table 8 that 40% of lawyers beiieve
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that respoosibiiity for S p e u h g at a prctrial c o n f m e ('ïask #34) should be
shared Perhaps the majority of lawyers believe that, given that thû particular
task occurs in the midst of a courtroom, indeed in the midst of the child

protection pmceeding, it is a legal function and therefore the responsibüity of the
lawyer.

It is indeed womisome when differences of opinion (10% and higher) are
found for three out of eight tasks (38%)in the adjudication phase. The findings
thus far indicate that eveo though there are moderate differences in opinion for 7
out of the 26 tasks (27%)d u h g the pre-adjudication phase as to whether tasks
should be shared o r not, the differences of opinion increase in the adjudication
phase

- a particularly critical phase of the child protection proceeding. One

would think that once the professionals are at this stage of the proceeding, both
social workers and lawyers would be operating with relative clarity and
agreement as to which tasks should be shared One wonders whether such

uncertainty and confusion is apparent to the judge and how these dyuamics
impact on the presentation of a case to the Court.
After the social worker and lawyer exit the court roorn, uncertainty
continues with regard to the sharing of responsibüities, especiaily for two tasks
during the post-adjudication phase of the child protection prueeeàing. Once
again, social workers are more wüling to share responsibility for Infclpmfing
coicrt onicr & p

w (Task #36) and Wanring patents about vioIrrtatg cocrrt ordcr

(Task #37) than lawyers. A h o s t half of al1 the social worken (452 ) believed
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that the Interprcfation of the corn ordcr to pmcAfs should be done jointly, while
only 19% of lawyers were of the same opinion. There may also have been
differences of opinion arnongst the lawyers themselves on this task, depending on
whether the lawyer was acting for the Agency o r for the parents o r children. For
example, a lawyer for a parent may not wish for the social worker to interpret
any order to the parents. The lawyer may believe that the social worker is not to
be trusted o r may misinterpret the order. In this regard, parents' counsel may be

uncornfortable with sharing responsibility for this task and instead will perfom
this responsibility on their own. Other lawyers, however, who have r positive
working relationship with the social worker and who know their client also has a
positive working relationship with the social worker, may encourage and support

shared responsibility for this task. It is a rare event, in this worker's experience,
to have both a social worker and lawyer sit down with a client and go through
the order with them. It is more likely that this task is perfornied by both
professionals but at different tirnes and in diflerent ways. For example, the social
worker may go over the order in person while the lawyer may send a copy of the
order with its interpretation in written form through the mail.
The same argument could be made for Task #37 - Wmning pmcnts about
viobting comf

Only 1396 of lawyers believe that this task should be shared

cornpared to 36% of social workers. It is helpful, in this worker's experience, to
have parents' couosel explain to clients the consequences of violating a court
order. However, this writer also believes that it is the social worker's
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responsibility to inform the parents of what action wül be taken by the Agency
should the order be violated This suggests the task should be shared.
Responses to the two tasks iocluded under the Misceüaneous heading also
resulted in considerable variation between the professions, although members of
both professions believe that both of these tasks should be shared Thirty percent
of lawyers felt that Oqpiùng and faüitatïng anining nlated to kgal procedias
should be a shared responsibility, compared to only 16% of social workers. It is
quite possible that the social workers feel that the lawyen are the experts on legal
procedures and as such, should be facilitating the training. It is also possible that

social worker and lawyen believed that whiie the lawyers should facilitate the
training, social workers could assist in ocganizing such an event.
More lawyers than social workers believed that M a b g mf&

to

medidon or alLcmdve dispute nsoIraion on beihrrlf of clicnt (Task #42) should be

shared, however the percentages of both professions indicate a fairly similar view
that there is benefit in the social worker and lawyer sharing responsibility for this
task

In summary, there were 14 tasks identified throughout ali phases of the
chiid protection proceeding which resulted in moderate variation in the
percentages of respondents who believed tbat tasks should be shared. Social
workers appeared more willing to share responsibilities for 8 out of the 14 tasks.
Lawyers were more willing to share responsibility for six ta&, three of which
were in the pre-adjudication phase of the chiid protection proceeding. With
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regard to the sbaring of tasks, it was found that 38% of the tasks d u r h g the
adjudication phase of the chiid protection proceeding resulted in a Merence of
108 or more between social workers and lawyers. Uncertainty during this phase

of the proceeding serves only to increase stress and vulnerability at a time when
the respective roles and responsibTties of social workers and lawyers ought to be
crystal clear. For it is during this phase that critical information is presented and
critical decisions are made.

The chi square test of statistical signifcance was employed to examine the
nu1 hypotheses of no statistically signif~cantMerences with a -05 ievel of

signifieance being chosen as the level of probability at which the nuii hypothesis is
rejecteà. In addition, lambda, a proportionate reduction in error measure, was
also utilized in an effort to ascertain the degree in which one could reduce the
error in predicting values of one variabie h m values of another. For the
purposes of this study, s y m m e t r i d lambda shdi apply as there are no ciearly
disthpished independent a n a o r dependent variables. Both tests were run for
each identifid task. The results will be reported according to the three phases of
the child protection pfoceeding as weil as the miscellaneous section found in the
questiomaire.
RPAdiudicatioa Statistically significant Merences in responses between

social workers and lawyers were found for 14 tasks under the pre-adjudication

phase of the child protection proeeeding. Thus, for just over half of the tasks
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(54%) Wed under the pre-adjudication phase, m e r s and social workers had

s i g n i f m t l y different opinions about who shouid be taking prllnary respomibiüty.
By far the most contentious task was f k h g wlircther chikt shuuld tcolfi flask
#9). Thirty four social workers felt that they should have primary respoosibility

for this task while only seven lawyers felt the social worken should have
responsibility for this task. Thllty three lawyers felt that they should be the ones
to carry the responsibility for this task, while only 11 social workers felt that this
was a task the lawyers' should assume. This resulted in a statûtically significant
fmàïng ( h 2 8 . 5 9 ; p=<.ûû~). D i f f e ~ gperceptions on task assigrment aiso

surrounded Entaihg agnemmts wit& p m r n t ~or th& CUUILSCI
(Task #IO)
(2=16.59; p=c.001). Task #Il

- Discussing aRègafions with policc or mm, Task

- Dàscussing &gations wi#h mc&alpmctiti@ners w b m q b e ûvuted the
ch&& and Task #8 - Sckccnion of witnesses yielded comparable chi-square values

#14

those being 2=15.05, p=<.ûOl; x115.31, p=c.001; and ?=15.95, p=~.001
respectively. Two other tasks, Rcconmendïng pspchoCogicollpsyc~assessmmt
(Task #1) and Recoltulunding Icngtb of ordcr soug~arrficuCcrrmicposition to the
Corn (Task #5) also resulted in statistically significant ciifferences in the opinions

from mial worken and lawyen (2=1223; p=<.01 and 2=1415; p=<.01
respectively)

.

With regard to the lambda measure, the results of this study indicate that
for a majority of the tasks where statistically significant clifferences were found
between the responses of social workers and lawyers, weak associations between
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the variables. profession and perception of who has responsibility For each task,

were found. Thrw tasks which resulted in statistically s i g d k a n t differences in
the respmses between social workers and lawyers, resulted in what Lutz (1983)
refers to as a " moderate" association between the variables. Entcring agtcelltCILfS
wüh parents or tkir counsel (Task #IO) resulted in a lambda value of 33. This

value implies that 33% of the differences in the professionals responses toward
the assigrnent of responsibility for Task #10 can be explained (or predicted) by
knowledge of their professiunal aftiliation. DiscussErg alzcgatioons with police or
m m (Task # I I ) also rwulted in a nioderate association between the profession

variable and the task variable. Hem, the lambda value was 2 6 , nieiiiiing that
2 6 8 of the differences in the professionals' responses toward the assigitment of

responsibility for this tiisk can be explained (or predicted) by kiiowiiig whether
the respondent was a social worker o r a lawyer.

Deteminhg "need of

protcdion" (Task #27) yielded a lambda value of 3 8

- a moderate association.

Thirty-eight percent of the differences in responses toward the assignntent of
responsibility for this particular tasli can be explained (or pndicted) by
knowledge of t heir profess ional affitliation.
One task showed a strong association behveen variables. T a s t # 9 Decidhg wkther child should tcsûii, showed a lambda value of .56. This implies

that knowledge of who the professional is (Le., whether the respondent is a social
worker or lawyer) reduces the error in predicting who they will assign the task to
by 56%. In other words, over half of the differences in the professionals'
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responses toward the assignment of Task #9 cm be explained (or predicted) if we

know whether the respondent is a social worker or a Iawyer. For the remainder
of the tasks where the differences in the responses between social worken and
lawyers were found to be sîatisticaiiy significant, knowing the value of one
variable was of little assistance in predicting the value of the other variable, that
is, the association was weak
Table 9 presents the cross-tabulation of responses from social workers and
lawyers assigning responsibüity for each task, as w e l as the results of the chi-

square and lambda measures under the pre-adjudication phase of the child
protection proceeding.
TaMe 9

PmAdjudïcation Phase of the Child Protection Profeeding:

Cmss-Tabulation, CbiSquare, and Lambda Resutts

l

I I I
Chisquare ( d e l )

Task Number

I

Cross-Tab

symmc*
L
;
M
w

1. Recommending
psycho1ogicalfpsychiatRc
assessment
2. Sharing particulars

-

sw
iwy

w
I
54

Iwv
5

SW

sw
2

Iwv
1

47

44

3. Preparing affidavits
lwy
4- Serving Petition and

Notice of Hearing

w
sw

hvy

17
14

3.79

10
263

.O516

.O1

(p=ns.)

(wcak)

.6084

.O0

(p-ns.)

iwcak)

3306
@=as.)

.10
(wttak)

lw
14
19

986

Social Workers and Lawyers
5. Recommcnding lengtb of
order wught/rccum mending
particular disposition to
Court

s
w

sw
51

Iwv
29

IV

1

12

sw
O
49

Iwv

SW'

sw

Iwv
3

6. Fiotifjhg parents of
apprchension

7. Fiting Pctitions
Iwy

8. Selection of Witncsscs
sw

, Iwy

I

18
24

-

9. Deciding whether child
should tcsstiQ

43
-

sw
SI)'

Iwy
10. Entcring agreements
with parents or their counsel

7
36

34
11
sw

Iwv
7
33

lwv

Iwy

22
15

7
37

sw
lwy

sw
42
11

Iwv
24
20

sw
50
3

lw

sw
52
IWY
1

Iwv

sw

11. Discussing allegations
with Police o r Crown

12. Explaining reasons for
hearing to parents
13. PreIiminary investigation

of facts to suhstantiate

w

allegations

IV

1A Discussion of allegat ions
with medical practitioners
who may have trcated the
child

sw

-12
iweak)

11
4

30
13
-

15. Deciding which cases
should be informaiiy
dismed of (Le. child
returned home o r VPA

*

signed)
16. Requesting witnesses to
test@ at court hearing

12

iweak)

sw

Iwy

sw
5
48

Iwy

7
38
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17. Deciding the content of
particulan
18. ïnforming parents of
their rights when theu child
is taken into care

sw

sw

13

iwy

35

sw
l'"Y

19. Preparing pir-trial brief

15

19
25

sw
SW

"v
20. Preparing "lay"

witnesses, Le. foster parents,
character witnesses

sw
37

3
41

9

4 4 x 4
sw

sw

hYu

a
9

54
1

Iw
44
a
7

21. Determinhg access
arrangements

22. Assessing alternative
familial placements

23. Informing client of
community resources for
treatment or rehabiiitation
24. Preparing a coatested
court summary

Iwv

hvy

sw
56
O

sw
iwy

sw
1I
37

IWV
9

sw

Iwv
40

sw

43
1

35

--

25. Making r e f e d to
rehabilitation resources on
behalf of client

-

sw
hvy

54
1

4

1

lnterpretation of cross-tab is as foliows: 53 social workers thought the task
should be the pnmary responsibility of social workers, zero social workers thought the
task shouM be the lawyer's responsibility, 30 iawyen thought the prirnary tesponsibility
for this task should go to the social worken, while 8 thought the task should be the
lawyer's responsibility.
2

This column shows the significance at established ievel of pc.05.
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Intcrprctation of lambda is as fullows:

I

O
.O1

- 25

Weak Association

26 - 3 5

I

-

-

-

-

-

56

b

-76

l

No Association

hioderate Association
-

- .75

- 2W

-

I

Strong Association

I

I

V e q Strong Association
Perfecî Assaciation

1

Table 10 illustrates a comparÏson of tasks found to result in statistically
significant differences in the opinions between social workers and lawyers to those

tasks where no statistical signififance was found. The tasks are listed from the
tasks which rendered the highest chi-square value (high degree of disagreement
betwwn the nienibers of each pmfessional group) to those with the hnvest chi-

square value (lower degree of disagreement).

TaMe 10
Statisticai Sigdicance vs. No Statistical Sigpifieaaee: PiPAdjudicaüon Phase

(1 Deciding whether child should t e s t e
-

I11
I
I

-

-.

Sharing particulan with opposing counsel

Entering agreements with parents o r their
counsel
Select ion of witnesses

Preparing aftldavits

1 Serving Petition and Notice of Hearing

Discussing alkgations with medical
practitioners who may have treated the child

Discussing allegations wit h p o k e o r the
crown

I

Recommending length of order
sought/particular disposition to the Court

Pretiminary investigation of facts t o
substantiate findings

I

Requesting witnesses to testify at court
hearing
Preparing pretrial brief

Social W o r k e n and Lawyen

II

Preparing Lay wit nesses

Recommending psychobgicaVpsychiatk
assessrnent

1 Assnsin g alternative familial placements

Filing Petitions

IIl

Informing client of community resources for
treatment or rehabil itation

Informing parents of their rights when their
child is taken into care
Explaining reasons for hearing to parents

I
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1 Prcparing a contested court summary
Making referrals t a rehabilitative resources
on behalf of client

Deciding the content of particulan

Deciding which cases should be informally
disposed of

1) Determining access arrangements

I1

Assessin g parental capacity

What is noticeable when comparing these two groups of tasks, is that for
the rnajority of tasks where statistically significant differences were not found in
the responses from social workers and lawyers, the taslis are primarily functional
tasks. For example, S-g
-a

paztüulars with opposing coume4 h e p d g

SerPing P e n and Notice of Heming, Requestimg wünesses to teshii at

couri h a M g , Pmporing r pm-trid bruf, Reparing

a contcsted court swnnrory, and

Reparing lay witmsses are tasks which, in the scheme of things, do not pose a

signüicant amount of disagreement when it cornes to which professional should
have primary responsibiiity for that particular task. M-g

nfemak o r

Infonning the cüent of comnmùty niicrbüïtdve pmgrrurr~:,Assessimg p m d
q a c i t y , Assessing d e m a t i v e fmnilirJplacell~llf~,
and the ReIiminmy

investrgafion off-

to substm&tc m g s are tasks which the social worker is

usuaUy and primarily responsible for. The first few tasks which resulted in
statisticaliy signifiant differences in the responses from social workers and
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lawyers are those tasks which carry with them signiticant weight in terms of the
outconie of a case and c m oRen be emotionally-laden topics for which hoth
professions feel primarily responsible. The f i t three tasks, Deciding w k t h r r
chW sho&

t e s k i . Entemg agreenicnts wifh pcants or th& coun~e&and

Sektion of witnesses. can result in disagreement behveen professions because

edch hrings ta the child protection proceeding different operating priiiciples. It is
assunied that the lawyer is concerned primarily with winning or losing the case,
while the social r o r k e r is concemed with avoiding o r minimizing the trziunia to
the children who are the subject of the child protection proceeding. In essence,
the child protection worker continues to make efforts to protect the children

-

even iii the courtrmm. These different foci rnanifest themselves through these
tasb. The social worker, in most cucumstances, will oppose the child k i n g

called as a rwitness and as such, are selective in who they believe should he cailed

as witnesses. What is important evidence (obtained vis-a-vis the witiiesses) to the
social worker may he refuted by the lawyer and vice versa.
En&vihg a m e n # &with pannts orrd their counsel is a very controversial
tasli. Coniplaiiits have surfaced, specifically behveen Agency counsel and Agency

social workers, that "deals a r e made" without the input of the social worker.
Here the lawyers typically have the "upper-hand", as they a r e more acutely aware
of whether the evidence presented to the court is going to bt? suftïcient to "winu
the case or not. Discussions may take place about a possible settlenient. It was
noted in the cross-tab that 598 of al1 social workers felt that Entering agneinnris
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m or &ù COUI~SCL should be their responsibiüty while only 16 % of

lawyers felt that this task was the social worker's responsibility. Aerein lies the
difficulty. The majority of social workers want to have the responsibility for this
task while the majority of lawyers feel that this task should be their

responsibility. As the client, it is quite likely that the 59% of social workers
believe that it is their responsibility to advise theù (Agency) counsel whether to
settle o r not. Lawyers, on the other hand, may beüeve it is their responsibility to
advise their client whether their petition will be succesdul o r not and if not, to
recommend a settlement It appean that what is under scrutiny for this
particular task is the final say. Who makes the final decision? Who has primary
responsibility for this particular task? Here, the two professions strongly
disagree with one another.
Other tasks which resulted in signifiant disagreement between the
professions include R e c o m ~ pQIfiCJor
g
&position t z ~the cowt and

Recommerrcaing p s y c I i o 1 0 ~ ~ s y c l u a nassessmrm+
ic
Differences of opinion
towards task assignment for Task #5 and Task #l may include an experiential
explanation that the hvo professions may operate from a different value base,

with a different perspective, and with different goals in mind. For example, a
lawyer may recommend a particular disposition to the court which is going to be
successful. The lawyer would recomrnend an assessrnent if the evidence was
weak, o r because the testimony of an expert wimess would be required. The
social worker, on the other hand, would recommend a certain disposition to the
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court hased an the capacity for change in the family in a tirne frame relevant to
the needs of the children, o r alternatively would petition the court for a
permanent order if a determination had been made that capacity for change o r
ability tn parent was minimal or norwxistent The petition k i n g successful is
secondsry tn the social work assessment. Perhaps that is the question: " Which
assessment, legal o r social work, has precedence during the pre-adjudication
phase of the child protection proceeding?"
The next section presents the results for the assignment of tasks during the
adjudication phase of the child protection proceeding.

Adiudicaüon Only one out of the eight tasks (13%)under the
adjudication phase of the child protection proceeding resulted in statisticnlly
significant differences in the responses between social workers and lawyen, Task
#27

- DetennLring

"nad of protection" (?=26.46; p=<.OûI). Social workers

clearly believe that they should have primary responsibility for this task. Fortysix social workers (94%) felt that this task was their responsibility cornpared to
42% of lawyers who believed that social workers should have responsibility for

this task. Fifty-eight percent of lawyers believed that they should have primary
responsibility for this task It is important to rernernber ako thit, as previously
discussed, lawyers were more likely than social workers to share this ttisk. They
were also more Iikely to name a judge as having primary responsibility for this
task rather than a social worker o r a lawyer. The majority of social workers, on
the other hand, believe that they, and they alone, should have primary
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responsibility for this task. Lambda tests yielded a moderate association behveen
the professions and their perception of who bas responsibiüty for this task.

Knowledge of who the professional is (Le., whether the respondent is a social
worker or a lawyer) reduces the error in predicting who the task wiil be assigned
to by 38%.

While social workers and lawyen may not agree on who has primary
responsibility for some other ta&

included under the adjudication phase of the

chiid protection proceeding, the differences were not s t a t i s t i d y significant.
Knowing whether the respondent was a lawyer or a social worker was of little
help (weak association) in predicting their responses to the assignrned of the

remaining tasks under the adjudication phase of the child protection pmceeding.
The results for the tasks iisted under the adjudication phase of the child
protection proceeding demonstmte that both professions are fairly clear as to who
does what for ail but one task, which resulted in statistically significant

differences in the responses from social workers and lawyers k i n g found Table
11 demonstrates the results of chi-square and lambda tests, as weii as the crosstabulation of responses to the tasks under the adjudication pbase of the child
protection proceeding.
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TaMe 11
Adjudication Pbase of the Chüd Raection Pmadhg:

C~DSS-Tabukation,
Chisquare, and Lambda Resutts
chisquare ( d e 1)
Cross-TI&

Task Number

VahE
27. Determining n d of
protection

sw
46
3

hvy

sw
3
50

Iwv

Iwy

sw
17
32

hw
20
27
twy

lwy

sw
34
16

sw
46

IV
38
6

w
Iwy

13

26.46

-0000

18
-

28. Oral argument
sw

Iwy
29. Prcscnting information
ahout allegations in court

30. Presentation of social
histûrg information to the
court
31. lafoming the court of
commuoity resources for

tmtmcnt o r rehahiljtation

sw

11
1

lwy
SV)'

lwy

6

w
12
31

.O977
(p=ns.)

.626

.42W
(p=ns.)

11

S;i.(

1

-

.O4

(weak)

-

.O0
î weak)

.6W2
ip=ns.)

w
sw

1

hvy

55

sw
sw

9

iwy

32

(p=ns.)

Iwv
4

3.63

33
-

33. Scheduliag of witnesses

34. Speaking at pre-trial
conference

2.71

-

32. Informal discussion of a
case with the judge

-

47

33
13

38
(moderate)

-

-

-0567

.O4

(p-ns.1

(weak)

-

--

-

hvy
330

46
lwy
4
33

1.74

36%
(p=ns.)

(weak)

-1874
(p-us.)

f weak)

-00

.O2

Pest-Adiudicabioa Two out of the six tasks (33 96) under the post-

adjudication phase of the chüd protection proceeding resulted in statistically
significant differences. For one third of the tasks, social workers and lawyers had

signifiant ly different opinions about who should be taking prUnary responsibility
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for the tasks during this particular phase. Intnprtting court O+

#35) and 1 - d g

cowt

O&

fo p-
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ta CM
(Task

(Task #36) rendered statisticaiiy

signifiant chi-square values, in respective order (?=IO.%;

p=<.01) and (x2=4.14;

p=<.05). The cross-tabulation demonstrates that 48 out of 51 social worken
k
(94 %) believed that they should have primary responsibility for Interpreting t
corat ordcr to the

chi&& SURy-eight percent of lawyers agreed and assigned

responsibility for this task to the social worken. Bowever, 33% of lawyers
believed that the lawyer should have primary responsibility for this task It is
unknown of this 3356, how many lawyen represented the Agency and how many
represented parents or children, however, the assumption is that Agency counsel
would be more likely to assign responsibility for this task to the social worker.
CIearly social workers believe that Inrrrpreting the

CO&

ordcr to the child is their

responsibility, regardless of whether the child is represented o r wt.
Responsibility for lntcprt-g

the court o d k r to pmcnts (Task #36), while yielding

a statistically sipificant difference when cornparhg the responses of social
workers and lawyers, also resulted in quite a different distribution of numbers as
demonstrated in the cross-tab (when compared to the cross-tab for Interprtting
court ordcr to the

child - Task #35). Social workers apparently believe that the

lawyen have more of a role to play in InfGJpnting the corn or*

to p w m than

they do in InfGlprefing the court ordrr to cniLL For Task #36,25 social worken
(56%) believed that they should have primary responsibüity for this task while
44% believed that the lawyers should have primary responsibility. Sixty-six
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percent of lawyers believed tbat they should have responsibility for this task whüe
34 5% believed that social workers should be responsible for I n t r r p e g flic wuzf

orhr ta p~lrtnts. While the majonty of both social workers and lawyen believe
that responsibility for this task should Iie with the social worker, a moderate
amount of respondents also feit that the lawyen should have primary
responsibility for this task; this is unlike the prior task ( I i n i i n g cowt o n l a to
the child) where members of both professions were l e s likely to assign
responsibility for this tasli to Lawyers. Once again, this finding could demonstrate
that social workers want the ability to protect anà/or control how the child
protection proceeding impacts on the children.

A majotity of both social workers and lawyers believed that responsibility
for Wmning pmcntr about mOlrcring coirit o d e r should be the responsibility of the
lawyrs (x'=1.62: p=n.s.).

A near-unanimous assignment of responsibility to the

social workers was found for DrUnnPling a d

e p b n for tk chiU rmd

fw

(Task #38) (?=2.>4; p=n.s.), Monitoring tikc irnp&mcntation of the court O*

(Tasli #39) (x'=1-92; p=as.) and Monitoring pvgrcss of clients' pmiïc@afion in
rthuhditative nsources (Task #a)
(+SI;
p=ns.).

These fudiogs demonstrate

that there is a high degree of clarity and agreement about which professional
should have primary responsibiiity for these tasks. It is logical that the social

worker would have primary responsibility for tasks under this phase of the child
protection pmeeding given that once the court order is interpreted to the
pertinent parties, the involvement of counsel, in most cases, ceases. For all of the
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tasks listeci under the pst-adjudication phase of the child protection proceeding,

knowing whether the respondent was a social worker or a lawyer, was of little
assistance in predicting to which profession they would assign responsibiiity for
each task, that is, the association was weak Table 12 shows the cross-tabulation

of respomes fkom social workers and lawyers for Tasks 35 to 40. the chi-square
value and signifitcance, as weli as the lambda values.

TaMe 12

Pbst-Adjudication Phase of the CMd Pmtedion Roeeeding:
Cross-Tabuiatioo, ChiSquam, and Lambda Resuits

35. lnterpreting court order
to child

sw

sw

IV
36, Interpreting court order
to parents

w
lwy

37. Warning parents about
violati ng court order

w
iwy

38. Determinhg a service
plan for child and family

sw
Iwy

39. Monitoring the
implementation of the court
order

sw
IV'

Iwv

27

4
3

13

sw
35

lwv
15

20

29

sw
18
22

Iw

sw

Iw

12
31

56

43

O

2

w
18

hvy

2

O

17

2.62

2.54

1.92

.IO33

.O

(p=ns.)

(weak)

.Il11
(p-as*)

(weak)

.O4

.1659

.O0

(p=ns.)

(weak)

.4579
(pins.)

(weak)

1

40. Monitoring progress of
dients' participation in
rehabiliîation resources

M

sw

iWy

35
1

Iw
45

2

551

.O2
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MiscellaneouS. One out of the two tasks Iisted under the miscellanmus

heading resulted in statisticaily significant ciifferences in the responses between
social workers and lawyers. Social workers and lawyen bave significantly
different opinions about who should have prùnary responsibility for Task #41
Otgascing und fmilitniing i n g n g rclcitcd ta Lgnl p m c e h s (x2=5.%;

-

p=<.05).

This is a particuisrly worrisome result if one is to support Weil's (1982) findings
which demonstrated that intensive training in court related issues positively
impacted on collaboration behveen the two profess ionals. Results demonstraîed
in the cross-tabulation would suggest that social worken and lawyers a r e at odds
about which profession should have primary responsibility for Organ&ing und
f-g

lmuring n h d to kgalpmcedures, although lawyers were more apt to

assign responsibility for this tasli to social workers. Only one social worker
assigned responsibility for this task to their own profession. As was mentianed
d u h g an interview (to be discussed later in this report), perhaps it is the
responsibility of the social worken to organize the training and the responsibility
of the lawyen to facilitate such training.

Results as they pertain to Makimg n f e d ta crlumutive e u t c nsolun'on
on beMf of cümt (Task #12) found that 25 social workers felt that it was the

social worker's responsibility, while 18 felt that it was the lawyer's responsibility.
Alternatively, 18 lawyen felt that it was the social worker's responsibility, while
18 felt it was the lawyer's responsibility, (h.52339; p=n.s.).

Lambda results

indicate that knowledge of who the respondent was (Le., whether the respondent
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was a social worker o r a lawyer) was of üttle assistance in predicting to whom

they would assign responsibility to for both Task #41 and Task #42. As was the

case for many of the other tasks in the questionnaire, the association was weak
Table 13 highlights the results of chi-square and lambda tests, as weU as the
distribution of responses to Tasks #41 and #42 which are demomtrated in the
cross-ta bdation.
TaMe 13

Miscolhuieois Phase of tbe Child Prdection Pmaxdhg=
Cro~TabulPtion,Cbssquare, and Lambda Resuits
Task N m b e r
41. O r g a n i ~ gand

facilitating training related
to legal procedures

sw

sw

Iwy

1
45

7
33

42. Making referrals to

Mediation or Alternative
Dispute Resolution

.O0

(weak)

Discossion= Roie Aereement and Disumement

Russel (1988) noted in her study that although statistically significant

differences in opinions between caseworkers and lawyen existed for 18 out of 28

tasks (64%), some of these differences "arose for tasks for which the majority of
members of both occupations agreed as to who should assume responsibility for
the particular task" (p. 209). She went on to write that the significant differences
were with regard to the "number of respondents within the occupational group

who shared the opinion as to the role function, not with regard to the direction of
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the majority opinion within the group" (p. 209). Russel's fmdings apply to this
study as well. The definition of " d e conseosus" as provided by Russel (1988)

States that Vole consensus exists when a maioritv of case (social) workers and
lawyers agree on which occupational group should have primary responsibüity
for a particular task" (p. 209). Data from this project indicated that role

consensus existed for over three quarters of the tasks (76%)listed in the survey
questionnaire. Table 11 highüghts the tasks which resulted in role consensus in
this study and to which occupational group each tiisk befongs as perceived by
both social worken and lawyers.

TaMe 14
Tasks ResuWng in Role Coisensus

I
I

Social WO&S

Lawyer's RespollSibIlity

Responsibility

Recommending psychologid/psychiatne assessrnent

II

-

-

Rccommending Iength of order soughtlrecornmending
particular d i s p i t i o n to Court

Notifjhg parents of apprehensim

11

Prcparing aflidavits
Filing petitions

1 Requesting witnesses to testify at court heuing

I Explainhg reasom for hearing to parents
--

1 Shnrîng particulars with opposing couosel

-

-

Preliminary investigation of facts to substantiate
allegations

Deciding the content of parîiculars

Discussing allegations with medical practitioners who

Preparing pre-trial brief

may have treated the child
---

Preparing lay witnesses

Determining access arrangemen ts

Preparing a contested court summary

Assessing alternative familial placemen ts

Il

-

Decidiog which cases should be informally disposeci
of (Le. chiid returned home or VPA signed)

Oral argument
--

Informing client of community resources for
treatment or rehabilitation

1

-

Presenting information about allegations in
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Making refends to mhabilitative rrsourcs on behaif
of client

Informal discussion of a case with the judp

Assessing paren ta1 capac ity

Scheduüng of witnesses

Presentation of social history information to the court

Speaking at a pre-trial conference

Informing the court of community resources for
treatment o r rehabili tation

Organizing and facilitating training related to
legal procedures

lnterpreting court order to chiid
Determinhg a service plan for the child and family
Monitoring the implementation of the court order
Monitoring progress of ciients' participation in
rehabilitative resources.

Role disagreement, according to Russel (1988) exists when a "majorïty of
both gmups want responsibility for the same task" (p. 209). Conclusive role

disagreements were found for eight tasks with the majority of the disagreements
k i n g over tasks in the pre-adjudication phase of the child protection proceeding.
A majority of both social w o r k e n and lawyers each wanted to assume pnmary

responsibiliîy for: ~~g

wkther c

W shoutd tcstijj, Discussing alkgations

with puCiCC or QOYR, and Infonning p m c m of the* r i g h w k n theit CH
ù taken
inro c m . Of these three t
a&,
w-

the most contentious was Task #9 - Deciding

CH
sbulil fat@. Hem, 61 % of social workers wanted this

responsibility and only 15% of lawyers were willing to accord it to them. Role
disagreement also exists when "eitber social worken o r lawyers want major
responsibility for certain tasks and the other professional wants themselves or
'othen' to assume that responsibility" (Russel, 1988, p. 209). Role disagreement in
this study could also include "either social workers o r lawyers wanting prirnary
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responsibility for certain tasks and the other professional feels the task could be
shared between both social worker and lawyer". For DrtrrarinOg "needof
pmtedion" (Task #27), a majority of social workers (84%)wanted to assume

prïmary responsibiiity, but 72% of the lawyers assigned th6 task to either
themselves or others. A majority of lawyers believed the lawyers should have
primary responsibility, but the social worken thougbt either themselves o r
"others" should have primary responsibility for four tasks; Sekèction of ~ s s e s

(Task #8), Entcriirg agr~emrnt~
with p a m m or th& coumel Wask #IO),
IntGlprening tout ordrr to p a n e (Task #36), and Wonring pmcnts d o u t d-g
corat o d e r (Task #37).

The resuIts for two tasks are inconclusive as there was no majority
opinion fmm either the social worken or the lawyen. For example, 45% of the
social workers assigned primary responsibiiiîy for S d g Pciition w d Noricc of
Heming (Task #4) to others, 25 9 assigwd the task to lawyers, and 30 8 assigned

the task to themselves. Forty percent of the lawyen felt tbat the lawyers should
have primary responsibiiity for this task, 30% felt the responsibiiity should fall to

the social worker, and the remaining 30% beiieved that "others" should bear
responsibility for this task. The £ ' i dtask in the questionnaire, Making rtfGlllJS
to Mertinfinn or AlLcrnative e u t e Resolcrtion on beMf of t . .cknt flask #42),

also results in an absence of a majority opinion From either the social workers or
the lawyers. Forty six percent of the social workers believe that Task #42 is their
responsibility, 33% believe it's the lawyer's job, and 20% believe it to be the
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responsibility of "others". ThVty nine percent of lawyers felt that Mrtlting
n

f

d fo M-n

or Ahemaüve Dispute Resolrdinn (ADR) is the social

worker's respousibility, 39% fer it was the lawyer's responsibility, and 22 5% felt
that it feii to the "others". Clarif~cationon these two tasks (and others) will be

explored hirther in the following section examining the supplementai, qualitative
component of this project.

SoeinlWorkerSMd~
Each respondent was given the option of participating in a follow-up
interview. In total, 18 social workers and 18 lawyers expressed interest in
participating in some form of a follow-up interview. One interview was beld with
each professional gmup. Thirteen lawyers and 18 social worken were invited to
the evening discussion of the survey results and implications and followiip. In
total, three social workers and seven lawyers attended their respective group
interviews. AU three social workers were fmm Winnipeg Chüd and Family
Semces - East A r e a Three lawyers were Agency counsel while the remaining
lawyers primariîy represented parents or their children. There was one lawyer
who noted that he represented a Native Agency, whüe also representing parents
involved with Winnipeg Child and Family SeMces.
Each participant was required to sign a consent form. Each participant
was also asked to complete the "mini"questionnaire (see Appendix E), which was

created in an effort to clarify the responses to the "Other"category in the original
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survey. There were nine ttisks which were selected for inclusion on this second
survey. These tasks represented those where the "other" category comprised 15%
o r more of the total responses in the original questionnaire.

in constmcting this follow-up questionnaire, each completed survey was
reviewed with the most cornmon responses extracted and included in the list of
possible answers to each tiisk. It was explained to both groups that the purpose
of completing this questionnaire was for clarification purposes of the "other"

category oniy. given the inconsistency in its use in the original survey. Table 15
highlights which hsks were selected for inclusion on the follow-up niiniquestionnaire, as well as summarizing the responses from social workrrs and
la-en

to each of the nine tiisks.
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TaMe 15

Responses to the Fobw-Up Mioi-QuestionaPiiP

II

1

Task

I

Serving Petitim and Notice of
Hearing

Sheriff s ofIScer (n=2)
Social Worker (n= 1)

Social Worker (n=l)
SherifTs officer (n=9
Other* (n=I) *Designated officer

I

Determinhg "Need of
Protection"

Sociai Worker (n=3)

Social Worker (n=l)
Shared h=4)
Judge (n=2)

- -

Warning parents about violatiag
Court order

Social Worker (n=2)
Both (n=l)
Judge (n=l)
Qtber* (n=3) *Parents1 lawyer

Both ( I I = ~ )
Lawyer (n- 1)

Other* (n=l) *Parents lawyer
and judge

Botb ( 0 4 )
Judge (n=l)
Lawyer (n=l)
Other* (n=f) *"Team"

Both (n=2)
Social Worker (n= I)

l

Entering agreements with
parents o r their counsel

Both (n-5)
Lawyer (n=2)

Informd discussion of a case
with Judge

Both (n=2)
Lawyer (n=l)

Both (n=3)
L a v e r (n=2)
Inappropriate Task (n=2)

Organizing and facititating
training related to legal
procedures

Lawyer (n32)
Both and Other* (a-1) *
Agency Mgmt

Lawye r (n=4
Both (n-3)

Referral to Mediation or
Alternative Dispute Rwlutioa
on behalf of ciient

Lawye r (n=l)
Social Worker (n=l)
Both (n=l)

Social Worker ( n 4 )
Both (n=l)
Other* (n=2) *Parents iawyer
*"AIIU

Speaking at a pre-triai
conference

Botb (n=3j

Both (n=3)
Lawye r (a =3)
Other* (a=l) *"Alin

Responsibility for three tasks was clarified by the implementation of the

mini-questionnaire. The respoosibility for S&g

P e W n cad Notice of H e d g

(Tadi #4), Dccirirng whether cùüü shoElld t e s f t i (Task #9), and Entcring
ogrremcnts with p

m or th&

c o l ~ ~(Task
~ e l #IO) was clarified. A majority of
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both social workers and lawyers felt that ScNing a Penition a d Notice of H d g
should be performed by a sheriff's officer. In Deciding whcflicr a CU
shouLI

ternt and E n t e k g agrtemenfr wi2h p m n & or th& coultsei. a rnajority of both
social workers and lawyers agreed that this task should be s h e d between the
two professionals. Responsibiiity for Making t
Diqprctc

t f e

to Medhtion or AtfGllLQtive

Resolrrtion on belirrlf of ciicnt (Task #42) continues to result in confusion

amongst the social worken. as ülustrated in Table 15. While a majority (four of
the seven) of lawyen believed that the social worker ought to have responsibility
for this task, this result does not preclude that the remahing three lawyers
remained uncertain whether it should be up to both social worker and hwyer, the
parents' counsel, o r "all" or "everyone" taking on this responsibility! This finding
may be a result of the fact that mediation in local chiid protection cases is viewed

by sorne as a relatively new option in resolving such matters. It stands tu reason

then, that there may be some confusion about who does what given its relative
recency and infrequent use. The second questionnaire confirms earlier results:
the widest discrepancy between social worken and lawyers is around Detennining
"ncd ~fpmtcction' (Task #9). Here, three out of the three social workers want

responsibility and only o w of the lawyers was willing to grant this responsibility
to them. In the original questionnaire, 94% of the social worker-s felt that this

was their responsibility, while only 42% of the lawyers were wüling to give such
responsibility to them.

The primary goal in conducting the actual group interviews and
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discussion, was to offer the participants the results of the survey and to explore
their perceptions of the implications of this study's results to practice, as well as
to examine the possibilities for follow-up and future recommendations. As

explained in the methodology section, while a verbatim transcription of the
interviews was not possible, notes were taken duriog both group interviews.
Each response was organized according to which question it responded to.
Thme questions served as the yideline by which the group interviews

were organized The fust question explored the results of the questionnaire. It
examined the emergence of statistically significant differences in the responses

between social worken and lawyers to 18 out of 12 (13%)tasks and atternpted to
draw out possible explmations for this finding. The second question explored the

possible impact these differences could have on the working relationships between
social workers and lawyers. It also explored whether these differences impact on
clients and if so, in wbat ways The third question sought to identify
recommendations which could be developed in an effort to cladfy the roles and
responsibüities of each profession.
In an effort to address the discrepancies noted in the responses between
social workers and lawyers, both occupational groups indicated that
interpretation of, and responses, to each task on the questionnaire may depend on
a number of variables including, but not limited to, what area of WCFS you
worked for if you were a social worker, and whether you represented the Agency
or parents/children if you were a lawyer.
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Owstion #1 - Wbat are some h b l e expiamîjons for tbe m d t s of tbis
studv? With these suggestions in mind, the gmup of social workers thought that

the differences in responses between social workers and lawyers could bt. a result
of a variety of influences. Social workers identified that the functions of the two
professions emerge from different value bases. Lawyers attrihuted some
differences behveen the twu professions to different principles. The social
worken believed that lawyers focus on winning and losing (the case) while social
worken focus on the client (the child). The lawyers noted that law is ndvenarial

- social work, conciliatory.

Social workers commented that bot h professions bring

their own (different) area of expertise and competence, as well as theu own
unique backgrounds in the method by which they received their education or
training. The group of social workers commented that they felt the profession of
law is valued more by society than social work and that this is reflected in several
ways (e.g. one glaring example k i n g the concept of time, that is, that a social
worker's tirne is less valuable than a lawyer's). One social worker cited the
typical scenario at court when the cases that have counsel involved are heard f i
while those cases where counsel is not present, or the family is unrepreseiited, are
heard later. When a lawyer is present, she/he will be accommodated fmt and the
social worker will simply have to wait. It is possible to infer that the social
worker's time is perceived as less valuable or more expendabfe than the lawyer's
tirne. An additional reality was expressed by a social worker: a lawyer may k w w
that the matter is adjourned or set d o m for another date, but no one informs the
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social worker. This results in the social worker sitting in court and waiting until
someone informs them that the matter is not going to be proceeding. One social
worker commented: "it's just a matter of common courtesyu to inform one
another of any changes in court dates or times and that this should not
necessarily have to corne from the Agency counsel, but that the parents counsel
and the social worker should be able to communicate on this topic if one party

has information that could assist the other and prevent tirne from k i n g wasted.
Other differences noted by the lawyen was the "shift" in thinking that
must occur for social worken when a matter proceeds to Court for resolution. LII
essence, the social worker wan two hats while a lawyer wean one. The social
worker is mandated both to support the family and to protect the child. This
reaiity, while düficult in and of itself, requires the social worker to think as a

social worker, and as one lawyer remarked, to then "think as a lawyer" as the
case approaches the court. Here, the social worker can encounter fundamental

problems and the group of social workers were quick to identify these. First, for
most social workers, the court and the legal system is (generally speaking)
foreign. The environment is unfamiliar, as are its procedures. Many social
worken are intimidated by this fact, and the majority of social wurkers in the
group identified having these feelings at one point or another. They also
suggested that the only way in which the feelings of nervousness, intimidation,
and trepidation may change is by direct experience. (The social workers also
stated that educational efforts amund court-related activities could prove useful.
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However, as this is not currently avaiiable, the oniy alternative is frorn on-the-job
experience).
The senior social worker in the group suggested that the quality of the
social worker's first experience in court contributes toward setting the tone for
future cases and ovewll perceptions of court and contested child protection cases.
Should a social worlier have a fairly positive experience during their first
contested niatter and. niore iniportantly, have opportunity to learn the
expectations and procedures inherent in such an appearance, they ma' bt! less
likely to fear their next court appearance. Alternatively, if a social worker views
or renienibers their fint court experiences as negative, as humiiiating or
enibarrassing, they are less Iikely to feel any inereased sense of coiifidence and
may continue to approach the court and lawyers with fear, disconifort. and
nervousness. Sanie social workers may choose to avoid this entire niethod of
resolution and create case plans for families which avoid the court system.
la-n,

and the adversarial nature of this experience. It is important to

recognize, as one social worker noted, that in doing so they are also avoiding their
own feelings. It is equally as important to recognize that the most "senior"
worken are not necessariiy the workers with the most experience in contested
cases, or alternatively, that the less experienced workers have had the Ieast
exposure to contested child protection cases.
In addition to the feelings the social worker carries with him or her to the
court, the social worker is also required to think differently. As noted by the
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lawyen, the social worker's thinking patterns must "shifi" dunng the penod of
time that a matter is before the court. One lawyer explained that social workers
should think of themselves as the "constant variable" in each case. They are
involved for the duration, while lawyen are not In other words, throughout the
period of time that the worker is involved with a family, there niay be periods of
tirne (at times, extended) when lawyers are involved and other times when a
lawyer's involvement Ï n a case is unnecessary. The social worker the^ and the
way in which a social worker views a case, may change over time. They are
required by this reality to be more flexible or Buid in their work. This "shifting"
is not required for lawyers who "parachute" in and out and carry only one, timelimited role with their client.
The group of social worken conimented that it can be difficult for their
thinking style to shift from a social work perspective to n legal perspective. In
light of this they may, consciously o r unconsciously, resist o r resent relinquishing
what has been referred to as "control" of a case to a lawyer. Sume lawyen in the
group took exception to this t e m and suggested that social workers should "grow
up" and become more objective in their work They reminded smial workers
that the case is not "thein' to control. Another lawyer suggested that the legal
proeess mns parailel to the ongoing social work process and that it (ïegal process)
can become more or less active depending on the circumstances of the case. He

suggested that it is not a matter of power and control, but rather which process
requires being emphasized or activated at varying points in time. Throughout the
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Iifesprn of a case. the intensity of either the social work o r the kgal processes wiil
rise and fa11 according to the need.

Question a2: H o a do DaTeremces I m d on the Working Relatiomhim

between Social Workers and Lawyers? On the clienî? When asked to consider
how these differences impact un the working rektionship between social workers

and Iawyers and/or the clients, both gmups of professionals qualified their
answers hy stating that each situation is highly individualistic and independent of
the other. The group of social workers commentrd that having a family retain
counsel can k of great benefit in some cases and a great hindrance in others, the
variable k i n g n h o they retain as counsel. They went on to comment that the
lawyer can do great damage to a relationship behveen a social worker and a
client that is already strained because of the social wurlier shifting a stance from
one of supporting the faniily to protecting the child. Understandnbly. the family
is mistnistful of the social worker and the family's lawyer's involvenient c m
sometimes serve only to reinforce this position. One of the social worlien
interviewed also commented that some lawyen can 'take advantage" of the
worker's lack of experience and use it to their client's benefit resulting ùi the
social worker feeling duped by the lawyer. (Interestingly enough, one of the
lawyen commented that his clients regularly feel "duped" by their social worker).
These feelings can give rise to hostility between social w o r k e n and their clients
and beiween social workers and lawyers, with the client witnessing these
dynamics. The social workers stated that wherever possible, they hope for
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resolution when parents retaio counsel. Sometimes, however, counsel's
involvement serves only to polanze the parties, resulting in unnecessary
pmtracted court proceedinp When the lawyers were asked how these
differences impact on their working relationship with social worken o r the
clients, one participant stated that any differences between the two should not
impact on the client and that a concentrated effort should be made, wherever
possible, to problem solve the issue together.

A particular lawyer reiterated his belief that "two heads are better than
one" and that a sharing of ideas can contribute towards the successful resolution
of matters prior to a lengthy court proceeding k i n g initiated. He suggested that

the splitting, o r dichotomization, of tasks was not helpful and that both
professionals should actively be sharing tasks for the common gmd of everyone.
He acknowledged that this may be unrealistic in lnrger Ageacies. but that
attempts should be made nonetheless. Another lawyer suggested that whenever
possible, the use of mediation or a "case management" style of working
collaboratively with social workers and clients should be incorporated rather than

engaging in the uslthem mindset that currently prevails.
Another lawyer commented that when roles and responsibilities are not
well defined, the results can be catastrophic, citing a recent WCFS case in which

a young infant died. This particular lawyer emphasued the importance of social
workers and lawyers k i n g clear about what their job is and that the delineation

of roles is absolutely imperative to prevent such tragedies from occurring in the
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future. He warned that if we fail to do so. other potential disasters may await us.
Ouestion #3 - W b f Recommeadations C d d be made to Enhance W r -

Professional Coilaboration and IdenîÏkation of Roks and Reswosibilities?

Each group of pmfessionals was asked whether they felt that further efforts need
to be made to clat-ify the roies and responsibilities social worker and lnwyers
carry with them. If so, they were asked for recommendations about h m - this task
could be accomplished. Both groups identified training as the first initiative to be
undertaken although each occupational group had a slightty different focus. The
sociai workers requested hands on tools to assist them in performing court
related duties nith less anxiety and increased confidence. They wanted " how-to"
manuils on giving direct evidence and k i n g cross-examined, expeciatinns in the
court room, and definitions of legal "lingo". They requested trdnscripts of court
proceedings and recommended a " how-to' video be created which outlines the
"do's" and "don'ts" of court appearances. They also recommended the creation of

a "mock"trial with participants from both the social work and legal conimunity
re-enacting the child protection proceeding.
Another form of on-the-job education for social workers was suggested by
the social worken. This method would consist of having social workers sit in on
trials (this is currently an option providing ail parties consent) and having
lawyers provide the social worken with a critique of the proceedings. The social
workers suggested that a cornmittee of social workers, lawyers, and Agency
management look to identify the training needs of social worken. They stressed
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that the training needs be foeused throughout PU phases of the child protection
proceeding (not just at the pre-trial or trial stage), as an understanding of legal
procedures at the initiation of a child protection proceeding can offset potential
diniculties during the adjudication and post-adjudication phases.

The social workers intewiewed felt that both the University and the
Agency should share equal responsibility in ensuring its graduates/emplayees a r e
sufficiently trained on legal procedures in child protection work. The lawyers
also recommended an intensive training pmgram and recognhed that neither the
University nor the Agency properly addresses this issue. One of the identified
goals of such a program would be to assist the worker in understanding,
appreciating, and implementing the "shift" in thinking that must uccur during
contested child protection cases. It was noted that the training also needs to be
Agency-specifc and that recognition needs to be given to the fact that depending
on which Agency you work for, your roles and your responsibilities niny change.
In agreement with the social workers. lawyers felt that both the University and
the Agency bear joint responsibility for properly training its graduates/employees.
Both lawyen and social worken suggested that the Agency could develop a
"policy and procedures" manual with input from both social workers and lawyers,
in an effort to guide the two professions regarduig their respective roies and
responsibilities. The group of lawyers suggested that generally, when this

measun is implemented, it is as a result of a tragedy and is reactive in nature,
thereby pointing to rnistakes and miscommunication that led up to its creation.
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The lawyers indicated that it is important to remember the aspects of the
working relatiunships between social workers and lawyers that are functional,
positive. and can be seen as proactive. These could be included in the manual as
well

- whatever is working is just

as important, if not more, than what is not.

The social workers nlso discussed the importance of consistency of counsel
and applauded the attempts k i n g made to ensure that one lawyer represent the
Agency throughuut the vdrious hearings at the pre-trial and trial stages of the
child protection proceeding. The emphasis placed on legal representation at
different phases of the child protection proceeding was raised by one social
worker who wondered whether there would be a n increase in the resolution of
matten if eiich ared had their own counsel, as opposed tu one lawyer representing
d l four areas at the docket phase. She wundered if there was one lawyer per

area, then hypothetically, that lawyer would have more time to dedicate io
resolving those nintters that offer some hope of settlenient rather than the matter
automatically proceeding to pre-trial, and perhaps later on, to trial. She
suggested that if there was a more concentrated effort at the "front-end", niore
matters would be resolved. Similarly, if the legal fees were directed at the "frontend", thus supporting the sipificame of potential resolution, would this reduce
legal fees for lengthy contested court hearings? She went on to state that this
would Iikely be impossible to implement with the way the Agency's representation

is currently structured, simply because of the sheer volume of cases k i n g heard
at child protection dockets. The group of social workers concluded by stating
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that consistency of counsel is important, knowing what constitutes the respective
d e s and respoosibiüties of each profession is important, and that this expectation

is more easily accompüshed when there is consistency of counsei.

Written Comments on Ilritr?rprofessiorraICoUaborafiOn between Social
Workers and Lawvers Rather than participating in interviews. some
respondents took the opportunity (in completing the questionnaire) to offer their
own opinions on this study and on social worken and lawyers. What follows is

an excerpt of some of the comments by memben of both professions.
On the sharïng of tasks, one lawyer wrote that if one were counsel for the
Agency, many tasks could be shared. However, if one was counsel for the parents
few tasks couid be shared, as he viewed this as a potential conflict of interest.
Another lawyer, on the issue of a lawyer's time-limited involvenient with a case,
commented under the post-adjudication phase of the child protection pruceeding,

".. . the lawyer's work is done once litigation is complete.

The social worker's

work is probably just beginning". Some lawyers criticized the Agency worken
and stated, "Quite frankly, the CFS worken are so overworked, I find they do a
poor job of protecting children and of helping parents. 1 am not impressed.

Y

Another lawyer commented, "Many tinies 1 feel that social worken give up on

parents and have a 'permanent order' rnindset that is not swayed by the lawyer's
efforts to get the client into treatrnent and rehabititatioil" Two lawyers echoed
comments made in the group interview regarding the need for social worken to
become more objective:

"...when workers becorne too invoived in a case they
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".. . social workers are oRen too involved with the

family and have diftïculty k i n g objective as to what is fact and what is
supposition". Another Iawyer recommended that Agency counsel becnme more
actively involved during pst-apprehension, in a n effort to "curb the trndencies of
some workers to ignore the Act and the nghts of parents regarding access".
Several social workers summarized their fkehgs and commented as
follows: ".. . several of these tasks may involve a team appmach" and

".. .

ideally, there are s nuniher of aforementioned tasks that should be shared

(TEAM as opposed to you-me approach) and
tasks k shared

- they should be.

".. . not only could many of these

If time allowed, worken and hwyers should be

communicating much more around cases than what present ly nccurs. " Social

-

worliers as well took opportunity to criticize the lawyers primarily Agency
counsel. One participant noted,

".. . there should

be an ongoing consultative

ptocess. Lawyers need to make themselves more available to individual offices".
Another social worker stated,

".. . lawyers often take control and don't let social

workers talk, and (lawyers) give information that is untrue or make deals social
workers are not cornfortable with. It should be a collaborative relationship."
"Lawyers need to be more proactive in t e m s of preparations and consultation.

Too many lawyers, in my experience, seem as if they do not take CFS issues
seriously and tend to ffy by the seat of their pants as a result. They tend to make

-

'deals' more offen tend to plan very Little and do next-to-no witness preparation.
1 tend to feel incredibly unprepared at court except with swcific fawyers who are
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organized". This same respondent indicated that there "needs to be a process, a
credible one, for cornplaints /concerm/questions regarding lawyers' behaviour and
performance at court". Finally, one social worker commented that while the
"trial process is highly coilaborative between workers and lawyen, on occasion

(lawyers) make 'case management requests' which are outside of the lawyen role".

It is difficult to state, with any degree of certainty, the lack of attendance by the
group of social workers when it came to participating in a group interview. Each
and every social worker R(=18) who indicated their desire to participate in a
foliow-up interview (whether it be an individual o r group interview) was invited.
Seven indicated that they would attend. One social worker questioned why the
interview was not king held during "Agency business houn" and felt that
attending the interview during the day would have been much easier, given that

many of the people invited had family responsibilities and other commitments
during the evening. One social worker wondered whether child care would be
available and commented about the geographical location of the interview,
suggesting that the unavaitability of child care and having the interview
conducted at the writer's office in East Iiildonan may have sewed as a deterrent
for at least one potential intewiewee. It is also interesting to note that none of
the three social worken who attended the group interview had children at home
and aii were colleagues of the writer. This may suggest that perhaps a higher
response rate could have been attained by conducting the interview over a lunch
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hour, for example. This option was considered, however the writer rejected this
idea given that one hour would not be a sufficient amount of time to expiore the
content viewed as importantPatton (1990) writes that there may be other factors to consider when
examining the area of interviewing. He describes several ethical issues that may
arise that should he kept in mind by the interviewer.

The first issue aslis the

questions, "What is in it for the interviewee? Why shouid the interviewee
participate in the interview?"

Perhaps the social worken who did not attend the

interview felt that they had nothing to gain by aîtending and that there would be
no reimbunement for their time outside of assisting a coueague, who most were
unfamiiiar with. Patton (1990) challenges the interviewer to consider other
factors such as: risk assessrnent (does participating in the interview put people at

risk in any way?), confidentiality issues, informed consent, and data access and
ownenhip. Although Infomed Consent Forms were signed pnor to the actual
interview began, one particular social worker exhibited some anuiety and
required reassurance and clanty regarding the marner in which the information
gieawd from the i n t e ~ e w would
s
be reporteci and that the identities of the

participants would not be revealed in any fashion in the f M report. Given the
low response rate, it is not knowo whether the comments obtained from the three
social workers are representative of the perceptions and opinions held by other
"front-line' social workers within Winnipeg Chiid and Family SeMces. This
must be kept in mind when reviewing the responses provided by the group of
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social workers.
Despite these limitations, the comments made by the group of social
workem hold considerable importance. Their statements, as reported above and

in conjunction with comments from the group of lawyers, point to the need for
increased collaboration between the two professions.
Possible explanations for the commeots provided by the gruup of social
workers and lawyers included variation in principles, values, and foci behveen the
two professions. Perhaps no other exampie can demonstrate this reality more
than in the preparation of a contested child protection proceeding. It is always
fascinating, in the writer's experience, to witness the evidence selected for
presentation in Court. Inevitably, there will be some instances where what the
social worker considers important o r significant information to the presentation
of a case in court, is disputed or disregarded in full by the lawyer.
NotwitManding the fact that this is the lawyen job. it is always interesting to
note the points which give rise to disagreement between social workers and
lawyers.
Social workers are especially dependent on Agency counsel to "teach them
the ropes" when it cornes to court and legai processes, in the absence of
formaiized training. As was mentioned by one social worker who participated in
the group intemew and another who chose to provide wrïtten comments, the
social workers' perceptions of Court and their level of comfort in this
environment could be significantly impacted by which Agency counsel prepared
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them for their first appearance in a child protection hearing. In this context, the
lawyer is indeed a teacher, where certain styles are more infiuential than othen.
If one is to support these comments from social workers, it can be a frightening

g m e of Russian Roulette when the "luck of the draw" (currently dependent on
Agency cnunsel's avaihbiiity) can be one factor in contributing towards long-term
perceptions of how social workers view court and the legal processes, as weil as
the level of cornfort by which social workers enter succeeding court hrarings.

The importance of professional individuality was identified as a significant
factor in interprofessional collaboration by members of both groups. Who the
social worker is. which lawyer is representing the Agency counsel, and which
counsel is representing the parents o r the children can offer considerahle
influence on how a case is managed and can be a contributing factor in the
outconie of a case.
The entire notion of social workers offering voluntary services and k i n g

mandated to protect children (Le., the "wearing of two hats") is a controversiai
and near-impossible task. The "shift" in thinking described by some lawyers in
the group interview is a daiiy occurrence for most "front-üne" social workers, as
they vacillate between supporting the famiiy and assessing whether a child is in
need of protection. It carries with it significant fluidity in thinking and for some,

-

may occur a t an unconscious level a concept that social workers (in generai) are

famiiiar with. There was considerable discussion by the group of lawyen that
this "shift" in thinking is a mandatory occurrence. This is an important
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statement. Once litigation on a case begias, there is an entirely M e r e n t set of
expectations, rules, and regulations which govero. These are beyond the social
worker's expertise. It is this fact that can hinder or polarize members of each
professional group. We know that social worken are capable and elficient in the
"shift" of thought processes because they do it al1 the time, however, the challenge
rests with the recognition that effective interprofessionai collaboration b e g h by
recognizing where one's roles and responsibilities ends and the others begin.

The identification and implernentation of a training module for social
workers was recommended by both groups. While social workers and lawyers
believed that such an initiative would offer an instrumental beginning for an
increase in effective and positive collaboration, the focus of the training needs
differed from social workers to lawyers. It would appear from the focus group
intemew with social workers that a specific, detailed, do's and don't's manual,

which explicitly outlines what a social worker can expect during a child
protection proceeding, would be optimal. Lawyers, on the other hand, felt that
training initiatives needed to be direeted towards assisting the social worker in
understanding, implement hg,and appreciating the need for the "shift" in

thllikllig previously discussed Both groups mentioned the creation of a poiicy
and procedures manual itemizing the roles and responsibilities of social worken
and lawyen, however this option was presented as more of a "Iast resort" option

to be undertaken by Winnipeg Child and Family Semces if absolutely necessary.
It was noted that such action is usually reactive rather than proactive in nature,
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stemming from a tragedy and often fails to report the functional, positive
qualities that each situation can present with. In making this recommendation in

such a hesitant fashion, the writer was stmck by the attitudes of both professions.
Both social workers and lawyen appeared to present with the belief that training
initiatives could improve o r mitigate the areas where social workers and lawyen
struggle thereby nbliterating the need for such a formaiized intervention like the
creation of a policy and procedures manuai. There appearrd a shared
cornmitment to addressing problems o r concerns whiie continuing to huild on the

aspects of the working relationship which were healthy and operational.

The next chapter reviews the purpose of this study, the research
hypothesis, and summarizes the results.

The findings are explored in terms of

implications and recommendations for future research exploring the relationship

between social worken and lawyen.
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cWWTERv
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSK)NS

Three American studies which examined the topic of roles and role
identification behween social workers and lawyers and the relatively uoderresearched nature of this topic at a local level, provided the irnpetus for this

pmject. It was hypothesized that statistically significant Merences in the
opinions obtaioed fmm social workers and lawyers regarding the assignment of
roles and responsibüities to tasks perîaïning to chüd protection proceedings would
be found A cross-sectional survey research design was employed to examine the

hypot hesis.

The questionnaire, adapted most recently from Russel (1988), depicted 42
tasks found throughout the pre-adjudication, adjudication, and pst-adjudication
phases of the child protection proceeding. These tasks were selected as
representative of tasks commody encountered by social workers and lawyen
The questionnaire was developed, pre-tested and distributed to 114 "front line"
social workers and 103 lawyen within Winnipeg, Manitoba during the month of

March, 1997. Results indicated that statisticaily signficant differences between
the responses of social worken and Iawyen existed for 18 out of 42 tasks (43%).
The majority of these ciifferences (54%) existed at the "front-end", or at the preadjudication phase, of the chiid protection proceeding.
Direct cornparisons betweeo this study and the research conducted in the
United States can be made with caution given the variations in the two child
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protection systems, the population surveyed, and the questionnaire itself.
However, several observations are noteworthy. Consistent with Russel's (1988)
fiiduigs, statisticaily signifiant differences in the responses between social

workers and lawyers in this study were found Russel (1988) found that
differences between responses of the two occupational groups were significant for
64% of the enumerated tasks. The results of this study found 43 % of the tasks

resulted in significant differences in the responses fmm social workers and
iawyers. Russel (1988) concluded that her findings replicated those of Brennan
and Khinduka (1971)who had found a considerable amount of conflict over each

other's d e s , although Brennan and Khinduka (1971) found the conflict o r
disagreement existed predominantly at the pre-adjudication and pst-adjudication
phases of the court proceeding. Russel, on the other hand, found the tasks that

generated the most conflict were spread throughout "ail the stages of juvenile
court cases" (p. 210). The fmdings of this study would suggest a closer
resemblance to the findings of Brennan and Khinduka where the differences were
concentrated a t the pre-adjudication phase of the child protection proceeding.
Table 16 compares the tasks which were found to result in statistically
signif~cantdifferences in role perception and assignment in Russel's study, to
those found in this study.
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Decision regardi rig emergency custody
Informing parents of their rights when child is
taken into emewncy c u s t d y
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Informing parents of their rights when their
child is taken into care

Requesting autborization to 61e petition
-

-

Referring case for criminal pmsecution

Filing Petitions witb Court

Ning Petitions

Deciding on allegations in CHINS (child in

Deciding the content of particulam

need of services) petition

Discussing allegatioos with police

Discussing ailegations with police or crown

Explaining reasons for hearing to parents

Explaining reasons for hearhg to parents

Selection of W i e s s e s

I Deciding whether chikl sbould testify

IIl

Entering agreements with parents or their
counsel

Recommending psychological evaluations

I
I

Recommending psychologicaljpsychiatric
assessrneat

Recommending disposition to the court

Recommending length of order
sought/particular disposition to the court

Entering agreements witb parents or their
attorney

Out of court discussioo with judge

Interpreting court order to child

1
1
Il

-

-

-

interpreting uuvt order to parents

Interpreting court order to parents

W~rningparents about vioiating court order

Presentiag information about aiiegations in
court
Notifjhg parents of apprehension
Discussing aliegations with medical
practitioners who may have treated the child
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Deciding which cases shoukl he informaUy
disposed of (children returned home or VPA

(p=ns.)

signedl

*

Deterrnining access arrangements

*

Determining "need of protection"

l

Organizing and facilitating training related
to legal procedures

* Indicates that no comparable task was avaiiable in the study.
Twelve of the tasks which resulted in significantly different opinions from
social workers and lawyen in Russel's (1988) study also resulted in statistically
sigdcant

differences in the opinions gathered from the sample used in this

study. A camparison of tasks was umvailable in seven instances. There wem six

tasks where statistically significant results differed from one study to another.
These r e s u b would seem to suggest that regardless of whether the study is
conducted in Winnipeg or Indiana, certain tasks in a chitd protection proceeding
are going to elicit more discord than othen.
Shared ReswnsibiIities in the Cbiid Protection Proceedhg

While it would appear that social workers and lawyers are open to the

sharing of tasks in child protection proceedings, (social workers noted that 39
tasks could be shared, whiie lawyers noted that 38 of the 42 tasks could be

shared) fourteen of these tasks resulted in significant variation (differences of

10% or higher) between the percentages of social workers and lawyers who
believed t h t the task could be shared. These tasks are:

Task #5: RecomllUlLding lin*
&position to the

CO-

of ordrr s o u g ~ c o m i n e n & g p a r ü c u b

l

I
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Task #8: Sekctàon of w*sses;
Task #IO: Entering a g m e n e n t s with porniCP or th& comse&
Task #I4: Discussion of aüegatbns with mediwlpI1CLCiitiOnem who nurg have

tnated the cluld;
Task #17: Deciding the conted of p e r r l a r s ;
Task #IO: Pnpcving "Lay" wilrresses;
Task #24: Pnpming a contcsted cowt summny;
Task #27: Detennining "need of ptvtcction";
Task #29: Pnsenting information about alkgartions in
Task #3J: Speaking at

U

CO-

pn-birrl confemxe;

Task #36: Inte'prcting cowt

O
*

lo parents;

Task #37: w m i n g parents about violnaing c o r n O
*
Task #JI: Organizing a d fcu:ifit*iiing lmining mhfcd

tegd procedures; and

Task #42: Making referrcJS tu Medation or Aliremative Dispute Resolution on

belicrlf of c h n t
Seven of these tasks are located under the pre-adjudication phase of the
child protection proceeding, three are located in the adjudication phase. while two
are found for tasks under the pst-adjudication phase. In addition. both tiisks
found under the Miscellaneous heading (Tasks #41 and 42), resulted in a
difference of 10% or more from the responses of social workers and lawyen
when commenting on shared responsibiiities in child protection proceedings.
Social worken appeared more w i b g than lawyers to share responsibility for the
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following eight tasks: SecGdon of witncsses; Entcring agncmcnts wi#hpcpana or

th& counse& (although responsibility for this task was designated as a task which
could be shared by al1 of the social worken and by 5 of the 7 lawyers who
completed the mini, foiiow-up questionnaire), DcGiding the content ofparikulars,
Repming a contcsted corn sran-,

Rescnting infornrPlion d o u t &grcrions

m

c o r n Speakàng crt a pn-.lrid confercnce, Iiate'pnting comt onlcr fo panntq and

WmAing pmrnis abont itiokthg comt O&.

Lawyers were more likely to share

the respoosibiiity for the following six tasks: Recommenrfarg p s y c h o l o ~
psychbfrk assesmzat, Discussion ofuûégafions wifhmediid pmcüüonem who may

have t n a d the

CMPtrp<aing " k y Rwiapcsses, Defrrmining

"need of protection",

Wmtïzing and f4ciFitrifing W n g rrkclcd to lrgd pmceduns, and Muking

n

f

d b Medïution or Alitcnrarfrnrarfrve
DriFpuîe Resolution on belicilf of client. These

results suggest that while there is a certain degree of cornmitment to the concept
of sharing tasks in the child protection proceediog, there are some differences in
how manv social workers and bwyers would be willing to share the

responsibilities and which tasks would be shared.
By far, the task which resulted in the most disparity beîween social
workers and lawyers (when commenthg on shared responsibilities in the child
protection pmceeding), was I ' & g

corn ordcr to pamrfs (Task #36). There

appears to be disagreement about who shouid carry primary responsibiliîy for

this task when considering the results of the cross-tab (Table 12) and the fact that
there existed a 28% difference in the responses from social workers and lawyers
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when commentinp on shared responsibilities. Confusion also surrounds W d g
parents about vioclia'vrg cowî or& (Task #37) and d ù a i n g "need of
pmtection" (Task #Zn,neither of which were clarified by the use of the follow-up

miniquestionnaire. Social workers clearly do not beüeve that Detemzining "need

of protecnioii " should be a shared responsibility, as only 2 R of the social workers
polled believed that this task could be shared. The cross-tabulation demonstrates
that social workers believe that they, and they alone, should have primary
responsibility for this task.
To a lesser degree, uncertainty also exists regarding Task #37, W m b g
pmrnfs about ViOIatirrg c o r n ordrr. However, the confusion is limited to how
niany of the professioiials were willing to share this task, as 36% of social
workers believe it should be shared, while only 13% of l a v e r s agree. This task
did not result in statistically significant differences k i n g found in the responses

from social workers and lawyers.
Other Pmfessionals' Involvement in the Cbiïd Protection Proceeding
A number of tasks were identified that could be the responsibility of

someone other than the social worker o r a l a v e r . Members from both
occupational groups indicated, in the original questionnaire, that S e h g Petition

Crna Notice of Heuring, FFiling pGtitions, Deeiübg whether CWs b u M

testiï,

Deading whicli cases should be ittformdy disposed of, A s s e s d g aitemative

fd
placements, Assessîng parental cqacïty, DttcnninuIg "necd of protlcLion a,
W d g pan-

about vioI(raing court

O*,

and d a m k i n g and f m i ü t d n g
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navling nhfcd fo k g d p r ~ ~ e d i awere
e s tasks which could be performed by

othen. The task most readily ascribed to someone else was Task #4 - S&g
Petition ord No&

of H d g , where 29% of social workers and 23% of lawyers

thought tbat this task could be handled by a sheriffs afficer, or pmcess server.
This fmding was confvmed by the mini-questionnaire.

Social workers and lawyers also agreed that Fiiarg petiti.011~(Task WI)
could be dom by a paralegal o r filing clerk, and that an independent assessor or
"kinship" worker be responsible for Assessing a&mative fomiliol pkemGnfS (Task
#22). Minor disagreements between the responses of social worken and lawyen
were noted in hciding wluch cases shoUld be infornicrl2y Aisposed of and Assessing

pmntal capprciip. Two social workers felt that Decidlrg w h h cases should be

hfornuzüy drsgosed of could be the supervisor's responsibility, while one lawyer
felt that this decision should be lefi up to a judge. Two lawyers felt that the
court should have primary responsibility for Assessing p

h cqacity f l a k

#26), whereas none of the three workers who felt that this responsibility could be

carried by another professional, chose the court.

Four of the tasks which social workers and lawyers identified as tasks that
could belong to someone other than thernselves in the original questionnaire were
included in the mini-questionnaire. Results of the miniquestionnaire found that
for Task #9 - Lkcirliing whether chikt sliocrLI teshi, a majority of both social
workers and lawyers felt that rather than another professional having
responsibility for this task, the responsibility should be shared beîween social
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worker and lawyer. For the task, iktemzming need ofprotection Wask #27), none
of the social wnrkers felt that "othen" should have primary responsibility for this
task. while 2 out of 7 lawyers felt that the judge should have primary
responsibility for this task. For Wcaningpaniils d o u t

court ordcr (Task

#37). one of the social workers felt that this task should be performed by parents'
counsel o r a judge, while one lawyer felt it was the judge's responsibility and
three lawyers felt that it was the respnsibility of parents' counsel to c r r r y out
this task. For the task. O r g d i n g a d f(u:iZitdng înzbkg n h d to lcgd

pmcedures (Task MI). one social worker felt that it was u p to Agency
management to shnre this task with the social worker a n d the lawyrr. None of

the lawyers felt that Organ-g

and failitnting buhàng

nkrfcd to

k g d procedrms

could he granted to other professionals.
The responsibility that judges or the Court and police officers mmay have in
child protection proceedings was identified by some social workers and lawyers.
Lawyen are much more Iikely to include judges as having a role in child
protection proceedings, whiie social workers are more ükely to include the role
that the Winnipeg City Police (WCP) may have in child protection. WCP were
identified by a small portion of the social worken as carrying responsibility for
hvo tasks in the pre-adjudication phase

and one task io the pst-adjudication

phase of the child protection pmceeding. Lawyers identified judges o r the Court
as haMng responsibility for six tasks dunng the pre-adjudication phase, one task

in the adjudication phase, and two tasks in the pst-adjudication phase of the
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child protection proceeding. Social workers, on the other band, ascribed

responsibility to the Judge or Court for one task during the adjudication phase,
o w task during the pst-adjudication phase, and for one misceiianeous task

(Making n

f

d to Mecidion or ADR on beWf of client). Memben of both

professions identified that the Court or a judge may have responsibility for

Mnnining "nerd of ptvteclion' (TasJi #27) and Wamolg pc o r n o n i k (Task

about viokîimg

#37). Winnipeg City Police was not identified by any of the

lawyers as baving responsibility for any of the listed tasks in the child protection
proceeding.
There is a fair amount of congruence in the responses from social workers

and lawyers when Iooking at the involvement of other professionals in the child
protection proceeding. Both professional groups believed that 10 out of the 26

tasks in the pre-adjudication phase of the child protection proceeding could
involve other professionals. Although there is some variation in who the other
professionals are, the ciifferences in percentages are not significant and do not
affect the o v e d fmdings of this section. Both social workers and lawyers also
agree that one task, and one task only in the adjudication phase (Ddcmining

"necd of pmfedion 3, could involve another professional. It is important to note
that social workers and Iawyen were in unanimous agreement that none of the
other task listed under this phase should involve other professionals.
Responsibility for this phase of the child protection proceeding clearly belongs to
either the social worker or the lawyer.
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A small percentage of social workers and lawyers believe that some of the

tasks under the pst-adjudication phase of the child protection proceeding could
be assumed by other professionals.

However, which tasks could involve other

professionals and who the other professionals would actually be, did result in
some variation in the responses fmm social workers and lawyers. There is some
recognition by members of both occupational groups that Agency management
could have responsibility for Organizing cind failitrding trcrining nlafcd tn k g d
procedrnGs (Task #4 1).
Studv Limitations
While this study succeeded in attaining its research goals and found that
the nul1 hypothesis of no difference was accepted for 57% of the taslis and
rejected (thereby accepting the research hypothesis) for 13 96 of the tiisks listed on
the questionnaire, the results of this study must be examined within the context of
the projects limitations.
The exclusion of the "other" category from the chi-square test restricts the
interpretation of the results. We know that social workers' and lawyen' opinions
differ on who ought to have primary responsibility for 43% of the tasks found in
the chiid protection proceeding. Ambiguity anses on the use of the "other"
category, however, as some participants used this category to niean shg;ired
responsibilities between social workers and lawyers, while other respondents
inferred that "other" meant "other professionals" involvement in the child
protection proceeding. It is for this reason that the results of the category
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entitled "other" were descriptively reported and were omitted h m the statistical
analysis. In this regard, a category titled "Both Social Worker and Lawyer" and

a category titled "Other Professional" k i n g included in the questionnaire would
have assisted in clarifying the participants responses as to who should have
primary responsibility for each task. In fact, the suggestion was made to include
a category entitled "both" when the questionnaire was pretested. The panel's
recornmendation was not adopted howvever. as the inclusion of a category entitled
"Both" Lawyer and Social Worker andlor a category entitled "Other Professional"
detracted from the whole purpose of this research which was an attempt to
delineate which professional is responsible for which h s k Despite the lack of
standardizat ion in the interpretation of the "other" category, the results offer
considerable descriptive context to the findings of this study.

In utilizing the chi-square test, we are unable to draw conclusions on how
such variables as gender. which geographical area of WCFS employs the
participant, whether the lawyers represent parents or the Agency, years of
experience as a "front-line" social worker and lawyer Iitigating child protection
cases, and the average number of appearancesjm onth on child protection niatters
al1 likely affect the fmdings in this study. That is, we are unable to state whether
relationships exist between these variables and the statisticatly significant
differences found in the responses from social workers and lawyen.
Given that this study was a cross-sectional survey design, our findings are
restricted to the opinions of social workers and lawyen in March, 1997. We do
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not have the benefiîs of a bngitudinal analysis where the exploration of whether

time (experience) ameliorates the differences in how social worken and lawyers
assign tiisks found throughout the child protection proceeding.
Response rates in self-administered questionnaires is always a concem,
huwever, a 50% response rate (as this study achieved) was considered adequate
for analysis and reporting (Rubin & Babbie, 1989).
Several limitations ais0 exist when examining the supplemental. qualitative
component of this study. The extremely low nurnber of participants in the group
interview held with the social workers is especially problematic, as it is quite
unlikely that the cornments obtained from three social workers are sufficiently
representative of the perceptions held by al1 "front-line" social worliers in
Winnipeg Child and Familp Services. It is for this reason that cornments made in
this section of the report must be interpreted with this iimitation in niind. WhiIe
individual interviews may have supplemented the information gained from the
group interview, and mitigated the limitations that resulted from the focos group
interview, there were virtually no social workers left to be intervieweci. as every
social worker who expressed an interest in participating in an interview was
invited to attend the focus group interview.
It also would have been preferable to have the focus group interviews with
both social workers and lawyers either audio or videotaped. Eowever. due to the

Ievel of discornfort expressed by memben of both professions, notes were taken
by an assistant instead. While 1 have no doubts about the accuracy of the content
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of the interviews as they are reported here, it goes without saying that a verbatim
transcription may have caphved increased specificity around words, phrases, and
non-verbal communication used by the participant S. While member checking
could have been implemented, this was viewed as impractical and an unnecessary
process, given that the qualitative coniponent of this research was secondary to
the quantitative analysis.

Fu-

Shidier. The results of this study suggest that there is

considerable room for improvement in the social workerflawyer relationship,
especially as such a relationship pertains to the assignment of roles and
responsibilities in child protection proceedings. Further examination

011

how such

variables as gender, which area of WCFS employs the participant. whether the
lawyer represents the Agency o r the parentslchild, yean of experience as a "frontline" worker, and yems of experience litigating child protection cases as well as
the average number of appearancesfmonth on child protection matters affect the
assignment of responsibilities to social workers and lawyers should be considered.
Pertinent questions may include: Does the degree of difference in the assignment

of tasks between social workers and lawyen change with an increase in the
exposure of each to contested child protection matten? Dws a higher degree of
difference exist between social workers and Agency counsel o r between social
workers and their clients' counsel? Does the Area of WCFS in which social
workers are employed impact on who they assign the task to? 1s there more
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agreement in task assignrnent when social workers a n d lawyers are of the same
gender?
Some of the comments made by the social workers either in the focus
group interview o r written comrnents made on the questionnaire used in this
study resemble an additional finding of Weü's (1988) who commented that

".. .

negative view (of lawyen) which may result when social workers are involved in
court and kgal processes without adequate cognitive a n d expenential
preparation" (p.403). This statement points to the importance of the relationship
between Agency workers and Agency counsel as it is with these particulrr lawyers

that many social worlien encounter their first exposure to child protection
proceedings.
Additionrlly, niany of the comments made by social workers a b u t lawyers
were directed at Agency counsel rather than opposing counsel, suggesting that
relationships between Agency counsel and social workers should be further
examined.
The results of this study demonstrated that for 43% of the tiisks listed in
this questionnaire, social workers and lawyers disagreed on which pmfessiooal
ought to have primary responsibility for each task, but we a r e not able to draw

any conclusions on whether the differences lie between opinions from Agency
counsel and social workers o r between opinions from opposing counsel and
Agency social workers. A follow-up study is one way to determine exactly where
these differences lie. Such a study may involve the fonvarding of questionnaires
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to social workers within WCFS and Agency couosel onlv (râther than to Agency
counsel and counsel representing parents) with the proposed objective king to
explore the assignment of mles and responsibüities in child protection
proceedings and to test for statistically ~ i g ~ c a differences.
nt
Conducting such a
study with various child protection Agencies from across the province and
comparing the results of same may prove useful in an overall assessrnent of tbe
relationships between Agency counsel and Agency workers province wide. Such
results could also lead to an examination of the varying structures of Agency legal
represenîation and whether such structures impact on the relationships between
social workers and lawyers, particularly as it relates to the assignment of
responsibüities in child protection proceedings.
A review of the questionnaire used in this study could also be conducted

prior to its use in further research to evaluate whether the structure,
organization, or contents emphasize one profession more than the other, and
whether these factors infiuence how participants complete the questionnaire. For
example, the words chosen to descnbe the tasks included in the quest ionnaire
may offer less bias if they are generic or tarks which couid be described

according to a "lay" penon's description of the event rather t

h the defmition

offered by either members of the social work or legal profession. That is, the
q u e s t i o ~ a i r eshould be balanced, its legal and social work "weight" king equally
dishibuteci. An illustration of this point as it relates to the questionnaire used in
this study may be useful. Task #16,Requesting wiaiesses to tcmt at court
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k d g , could be reworded to state: "Who could corne to court to teil their

story?" thereby de-emphasizing the legal "tone" such a task may hold. Another
example rnay include the rewording of Task #26 from Assessimg parentd ccipairp
to "Whose responsibility is it to determine whether a parent(s) can parent?"
therehy de-ernphasizing the social worli "flavuur" that may be perceived by the
specific wording used to describe each task. While such revisions may be seen as
unnecessary by the researcher who chooses to explore this topic at some future
point in time, an examination of the implications of such changes c m only be
beneficial and will offer additional insight into the credibility of the instmnient
used to m a s u r e the perception of task assignment in child protection
proceedings.
lkaïnhg. Members of both professional groups, in the qualitative

component of this study, identified the training of social workers in legnl
procedures as offering considerable promise to enhance interprofessional
collaboration. (One lawyer indicated his willingness to k i n g trained on such
topics as attachment, effects of abuse and neglect on children, and placenient
issues. However, it was clear that when the group of lawyen identified training
as a recommendation, they meant that the social workers needed to be trained in
legal procedures and not the lawyers in social work procedures.) Such an

intervention has proven to be effective. Weil (1982) wrote that participanb of a
training session geared to increase social work students' understanding of
problems of interprofessional collaboration with lawyers, and to increase their
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kwwledge and understanding of the family court and socio-legal aspects of the
social welfare system, was successful. She found that the participants' attitudes
toward, and underst anding of, interprofes sional collaboration were strnnger. She

also found that students involved in the training "exhibited greater ability to
define, describe and differentiate the roles and respomibilities of social workers

and lawyers operating in social welfare and the family-court system" (p.402).

The resutts of this study would suggest that while both professional groups
view training as an important intervention to enhance relations between social
workers and lawyers and clam task assignment in child protection proceedings,
disagreement arises when it cornes to the focus of such training initiatives. As
was discussed eariier, lawyers refer to the need for training to target the "shift" in

thinking (fmm that of a social worker to that of a lawyer) required in child
protection proceedings, while social workers discussed the importance of a
positive and prepared initiation into the child protection proceeding via a detailed
manual or training module, a video, court transcripts, or a "mock"trial which
expücitly demonstrates the do's and don'ts in child protection proceedings. In this
writer's experience and opinion, the diverse recommendations fmm both social
workers and lawyers should be adopted, as both topics (Le., the "shift''in thinking
and the functional "detaiis" of chiid protection proceedings) are inherent in the
child protection proceeding, neither of which is more o r less relevant o r
important than the other. Given that the suggestions offered by the social
workers represents the opinion of only three professionals, consideration should
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be given to the creation and distribution of a "training weds" survey which could
be developed with input from a team of social workers and lawyers (much Iike

the "expert panel" approach used to pre-test the questionnaire used in this study).
Such a survey would offer al1 social workers within WCFS an opporhinity to
identify whether (a) they felt training on legal issues was needed for "front-heu'
protection workers and if so, (b) what areas of child protection litigation they feel
require attention in a formal educational effort, and (c) whether training was
neeùed for Agency counsel on the "realities" of child protection work today and
other pertinent topics such as attachment, child abuse and the effects of same,
risk assessment, and so on.
The survey could also incorporate those suggestions made by social
workers in this study (Le., the development of a training module, video, or the
creation of a "mock" trial) and could be constnicted in either an open ended
questionnaire, by having the respondent identify the training needs, o r a closed
ended questionnaire, by having a spectrum of training needs pre-identified and
having the respondent select which weds they would see as k i n g relevant. The
collection of comments fmm social workers representing all areas of WCFS is
more Likely to capture the diverse views social workers may have regarding their

training needs, as well as offering an opportunity for a comprehensive assessment
on what "needs" o r areas should be emphasized or highlighted in training
seminars venus those àreas where attention may be considerably less.
Once the training ne& have been identifed, responsibility for O r g e h g
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d fllCiXifQtingm ï n b g n h d to Icgd p r 0 c e h s (Task #41) needs to be
determined The results of the survey in this study demonstrate that the maiority
of social workers and lawyers believe that lawyen should have primary
responsibility for this task (Le., most social w o r k e n believe Apencv counsel ought
to be taking the responsibility for Ogmizbg cRdfk&tating aainàrg nkitrd to

legafpmcedirns as it would be unreasonable to assume counsel representing
parents would do so). Also, 16% of social workers and 30% of lawyen believe
that responsibüity for this task should be shared, while a small portion of social
workers (5%)and lawyen (2 %) beüeve that Agency management should take
responsibility for ùiitiating this task. Comments from social worken and lawyers
who participated in the interviews however, suggest that responsibility for

workers king trained in legai procedures should lie with the Agency, rather than
with Agency counsel. As one lawyer indicated in the group interview, perhaps
responsibüity for OrgCrneing and fàciW&zg tnVning rclatcd fa k g d proceàbes

(Task #41) needs to be divided into two components, that is, perhaps the social
worken could take responsibility for organizing the training and the lawyen
could facilitate the training. In this situation, both social workers and lawyers
would w e d to collaborate on the content of any training seminar as it would be
dürcult to organize any event without an appreciation of the content of the
material that is to be presented. Whether such collaboration wül occur is yet to
be seen.

. . training sessions aimed at role clarification

As noted by Russel (1988), ".
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would be most effective if provided when caseworkers and lawyers first enter the
field of chiid weffare practice" (p.214), thus emphasizing the importance of
establûhing mies in child protection proceedings as a proactive, rather than
reactive, measure. Idealiy, it would be preferable to have a committee of social
workers, lawyers and representatives from Agency management who are sensitive
to legal procedures in child protection work, create the training needs survey and
theo implement the results in some form of training o r other formal educational
effort. The offers that periodicaily surface h m Agency counsel to attend the
unit meetings of WCFS satellite offices to discuss legal S u e s and other pertinent
topics simply does not give recognition to the fact that fïuency in legal procedures

is required in child protection work and appropriate training king offered in
such procedures would decrease worker anxiety, selfaoubt, and outright
avoidance of this adversarial process.
There were other bodies or organi7ntions identified by social worken and
lawyers which bear some responsibility when it cornes to professional training.
For example, some members of both focus interview groups wondered what mle
the University could play in ensuring its graduates are suffîciently txained in chiid
protection work, inciuding court proceedïngs, especially given the high number of
graduates who obtain empioyment in the chüd protection field. One social
worker in the group interview wondered whether it would be appropriate for the
Provincial Government's Child and Famiïy Support Branch to take some
responsibility for ensuring its social workers are sufficiently baiwd in legal
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was

omitted in the Competency Based Training Program. This p m g is~sponsored
by Winnipeg Child and Family Services and the Child and Famiiy Support

Branch to provide haining in the

COR

cornpetencies of child welfare practise.

Attendance at the trainjng sessions is mandatory for al1 social workers employed
by Winnipeg Child and Family SeMces. Although an outline of this initiative

indicates that one day of the 14 day insemce is reserved for "legal issues", such a
day has yet to be incorporated into this program. This k due to the
implementation of signifiçant revisions in order to adapt the cumculum (which is
American based) to refiect local procedures and experiences (M. Gazan, Persona1
Communication, October 21/93. The wommended content outline on legal

issues, as provided in the training manuai, focuses on Dvo global ares. The k t
area involves the Iegal f m e w o r k for protective services (Le., the legal basis for
intervention, the legal mandate of the child weffare agency, chüd abuse reporthg
statutes, etc.). The second a m , entitled

"The Judicial Enforcement of Protective

Senices", includes several sub-headings, that is, beginning the process (taking a

child into custody), the "reasonabieefforts" requirement, adjudicatory hearing,
the dispositional hearing, etc. (Rycus, Hughes, & Garrisoo, 1989). Throughout
the recommended outline, there is no discussion on the assignment of roles and
responsibilities in child protection pmceedings, mr is there any identification of
the importance of positive interprofessional coïiaboration behveen social workers

and lawyers. Only tirne wili tell whether these issues are highlighted topics to be
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discussed at a local leveL
Although oot mentioned by either social workers or lawyers in the focus
group intemews, assistance h m professional organhh'ons such as the Manitoba
Association of Social Workers, the Manitoba Costiîute of Registered Social
Workers, and the Manitoba Bar Association, and what they might offer with

regard to the training of members of their profession should be hvther explored,
specifically as such training relates to chüd protection work

Whether such educaiional efforts are effeetive could be evaluated by

conducting a p r e and post test or by the implementation of a pilot project in one
area of WCFS and comparing it to a control group of "notformally trained"

workers in another area of the Agency to determine if training impacts on how
social workers and iawyers perceive their job responsibilities and whether
differences of opinion decrease with an increase in the incorporation of tralliing
initiatives.
Other Sggesîhus The results of the focus group intemews indicated a

cornmitment by buth social workers and lawyers to addressing dmculües between

social workers and lawyers via educational efforts, mther than resolution k i n g
imposed through a medium such as the cipation of a policy and procedures
IMIIU~L Such a move was seen to be more of a "last resort" intervention,

presurnably if it was determined that training efforts were uosuccessfd.
measure was determiwd to be wcessary, both social workers and lawyers
suggested that the Agency could develop such guidelines witb input h m

such a
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".. .such guideluies would

have a better chance of piwlucing role consensus if both caseworkers and lawyers
could contribute to th& development" (p.2 14).
Continued efforts should be made to ensure consistency of counsel
thmughout the various stages of the chiid protection proreeding. An examination
of the structure of Agency legal representation &e-, in-house v s fee-for-service
contracts) is a logical extension of thû recommendation as is an exploration of
how such structures affect the relationship between social worken and lawyers

including the assignment of roks and responsibilities in chiid protection
prneedings
Russel (1988),Weil (1982), and Johnson and Cahn (1993) suggest that
interprofessional confiict between social workers and iawyen contributes to poor
semce detivery to parents and chiidren Although this topic is beyond the scope
of this study, hirther evaluation ioto how ciifferences behueen the two professions
impact on faniilies could offer valuable insight into service improvements. While
this needs to be e d e d in more depth, it is of interest to note the comrnents of
one lawyer who stated that mistaken identification of roies and responsibilities

can contribute towards the most catastrophic result of all - the death of a child
If we do not recognize the importance of improving interprofessional

collaboration (incïuding how we assign responsibïiity for tasks found in the child
protection proceeding), for our own benefit, surely we must recognize the
importance and the impact such reiatiomhips have on the families and children
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who are the beneficiaries of our services.

There is much to be gained from the positive collaboration between social
worken and lawyers. Given the stakes in child protection proceedings,
concentrated endeavors must be implemented to ensure the social worker/iawyer
partnership is functioning to the best of its ability. One factor which is Iïkely to
contribute to increased effective collaboration between the two professions is an
increased understanding and clarity of each regarding the roles, tasks, niethods,
and capacities of the other. This study is intended to provide a beginning step, an
articulation of a "base line", of current perceptions and understandings between
the professions at a local level. Bernstein (1980) reminds us that strong.
cooperative working relationships between social workers and lawyers result in
the " b a t interests of al1 k i n g served. The time has corne to implement this
concept and bnng about a humanistic unity, une that bnngs forth the hest in
both professionais" (p.422).
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SOCIAL WORKERS. LAWYERS and the CHILD PROTECTlON PROCEEDING
Instructions for Comoletinq the Questionnaire:
This Questionnaire is divided into three camponents. Part I attends to dernographic details. Part II is sub-divided into
four sections, identified as the Pre-Adjudication, Adjudication and Post-Adjudication phases of a child protection
proceeding, as well as a "Miscellaneous" section, where two additional tasks are listed. Part III asks for your
consideration ta participate in a follow-up interview.

In-reviewing each of the 42 tasks, you are asked to select which professional has primary responsibility for that
particular task. YOU ARE ASKED TO RESPOND N o ACCORDIFIG TO WHAT MAY BE THE CURRENT PRACTICE
OF YUffR OWN EXPERIENCES, BUT RATHER, IN AN IDEAL WORLD, T0 WHICH PROFESSIONAL THE TASK
OUGHT TO BELONG.

Please note "Court" refers to appearances at either Dacket, Pre-Trialkl andlor Triais.

PART I

IF YOU ARE A
IF YOU ARE A

SOCIAL WORKER, PLEASE COMPLETE SECTION A.
LAWYER, PLEASE COMPLETE SECTION B.

Section A:
Gender:

Male

Female

What area of W.C.F.S.

do you presently work in?

NW

Central

SW

East

Years of experience as a "front-linen protection worker:
Over the past six months, with witat frequency would you appear in Court?
Less than 2 appearanceslrnonth

2-5 appearancesirnonth

1 1-15 appearanceslmo~th

6-1 0 appearances:rnonth

16-20 appearancesimonth

Section B:

I

Gender:

Male

Fernale

Are you:

Agency Counsel

ParentlChild Counsel

How many years have you been practicing iaw?
How many years have you been litigating chifd protection cases?

Y es

Are you currently fitigating child protection cases?

No

If yes, please continue. If no. have you litigated a child protection case in the past 10 years? If yes, piease continue.
If no, please stop now and retum this Questionnaire in the self-addressed. stamped envelope. Thank you.
Over the past six months, with what frequency would you appear in Court on chifd protection matters?

-Less than 2 appearanceslmonth

2-5 appearancesimonth

1 1 15 appearancesfmonth

6.10 appearancesmonth

16-20 appearancesimonth

PART II
Please keep in mind white completing this Questionnaire that you are asked to respond according to the ideal. I? may
be of some benefit to ask younelf the following question before choosing your answer: "Ideally, who shauld have
primary responsibility for ....?"

PLEASE CHOOSE ONLY ONE FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TASKS:
Social Workar

Part A

- Pre-Adjudication
Recornmending psychologicallpsychiatric
assessment
Sharing particulars with opposing counsel
Preparing affidavits
Serving Petition and Notice of Hearing
Aecomrnending length of order soughtl
recommending particutar disposition t o Court
Notifying parents of apprehension

Fihg Petitions
Seleetion of witnesses
Oeciding whether child should testify
Entering agreements with parents or their counsel
Discussing ailegations with police or crowo
Explaining reasons for hearing to parents
Preliminary investigation of facts to
substantiate allegations
Discussion of allegations with medical practitioners
who may have treated the child
Deciding which cases should be informally disposed
of Le. child returned home or VPA signedl
Requesting witnesses to testify at court hearing
Oeciding the content of particulars

lnf orming parents of their rights when their
child is taken into care

Other
i o l u u &l

Soctal Workei

Preparing pre-trial brief
Preparing "lay" witnesses, Le. foster parents,
ctiaracter witnesses
Determining access arrangements
Assessing alternative familial placements
lnforrning client af community resources for
treatrnent or rehabilitation
Preparing a contested court sumrnary
Making referrals t o rehabilitative resources
on behalf of client
Assessing parental capacity

In your opinion, are there any tasks in the Pre-Adjudication Phase of a child protectian proceeding which could be shared
between the social worker and the lawyer? Please comment:

Part B

- Adiudr'cation
Deterrnining "need of protection"
Oral argument
Presenting information about allegations in court
Presentation of social history information to
the court
lnforming the court of community resources
for treatment or rehabiiitation
Informa1 discussion of a case with the judge
Scheduling of witnesses
Speaking at pre-trial conference

In your opinion, are there any tasks in the Adjudication Phase of a child protection proceeding which could be shared herween
the social worker and the lawyer? Please comment:

Saciat Worker

Lawver

Part C - Post-Adiudr'cation

35.

lnterpreting court urder t o child

36.

lnterpreting court order t o parents

37.

Warning parents about violating court order

38.

Determining a service plan for the child and farnily

39.

Monitoring the irnplementationof the court order

40.

Monitoring progress of clients' participation in
rehabilitative resources

In your opinion, are there any tasks in the Post-AdjudicationPhase of a child protection proceeding which could be shared
between the social worker and the lawyer? Please comment:

Part D - M.sce//aneous
41.

Organizing and facilitating training
related to legal procedures

42.

Making referrals t o Mediation or'~lternative
Dispute Resolution on behalf of client

3

-

i

-

In your opinion, could either of these tasks be shared between the social worker and the lawyer? Please comment:

PART Ill
interviews

fntewiews wif/ be held with a small group of vofuntafy panicipants. me purpo, of the in
pro vide
feedback on the results of the survey and obtain suggestions concernhg implications and fof/ow UP. /f you are
interested in partic@atingin an interview, please select whether you would prefer to be inwviewed individualfy or in
a group wiîh orhm members of yGur profession.

Pfease be assured that this page of the Questionnsire wdll be detsched and forwarded ta me in a separare envelope by
Ms. Green. ln duing su, 1 wiff be unable tu identify your responses in the survey.

No, / do noi wish to pa/tic@ate in any form of an interview.

group interview

day at

individuaf interview. / can be reached durLing the

m during the evening ar

Thank you for taking the tirne to cornpiete ibis Questionnaire.
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Facdty of Sociall Work

University of Maaitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

To: B. HUTCEiINSON.

November 14, 1996.

YOUR PROJECT ENTR'LED Social Workers & iawyers: A Shldy of fnterprofpcsional

Coflaboration Within a Local C h i M Roteetion Agency KAS BEEN APPROVED BT THE
RESEARCH ==CS

COBIMXTTEEON Novembcr 14. 1996.

CONDITIONS ATTACHED TO THE CERTIFICATe:

1. You may be asked at intemaïs for a progress report.
2. Any significant changes of the protocol should be reported to the Chairperson of this

Committee so that the changes can be reviewed prior to their implementation.
3. if research data is being solicited at the 'third phase' of the studp; d t t e n , informed

consent is required fiom an participants.
4. AU consent forms must include the following statement:

"While all possible efforts wiïï be made to maintain copfidentialitg with
respect to the identities of the participants. there is a stight possibility that
an informed reader may be able to identifp a respondent"

Chair

Research Ethics Committee.
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1 undentand that "Social Workers, Lawyers, and the Chüd Protection Proceeding"
has k e n undertaken by Bev Hutchison to hilfill the requirements toward obtaining
a Masters degree in Social Work. The study is an endeavour to determine the
degree in mhich social workers and lawyen agree (or disagree) on who ought to have
primary responsibility for a variety of tasks currently performed throughout the
phases of a child protection proceeding.

On my completed questionnaire, I indicated a desire to receive feedbacli on the
results of this study and engage in a dialogue with the researcher to offer suggestions
concerning implications and follow up. In doing so, 1understand that the researcher,
Bev Hotchison, has been unable to conwct my responses on the questionnaire to me.

M y participation in the interview is hilly voluntary and I am free to withdraw from
the interview at any time. Disclosure of the specific identities of clients, social
workers or lawyers wili not be permittecl.
1 undentand that while al1 possible efforts wi11 be made to maintain confidentialiQ
with respect to the identities of the participants, there exists a slight possibility that

an informed reader may be able to identify a respondent.

1 have been informed about and agree to participate in the interview.

Date
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Dear Participant :
1 am seeking your voluntary and confidentid participation in a research

project to examine the understanding of lawyen and social worken of their
respective roles and responsibilities in child protection proceedings. The results of
this study will be used to promote greater awareness of similarities and daferences
in expectations, and how more effective coUaboration can be encouraged.
This study is being undertaken as a thesis project for my Masters degree in
Social Work, and has been approved by the Ethics Cornmittee at the Faculty of
Social Work at the University of Manitoba. The study is being conducted with
approval from the Faculty of Law at the University of Manitoba and the Chief
Executive Offcer of Winnipeg Child and Family Services.
The enclosed survey is being sent to approximately 100 social workers and
lawyers whose names have been identifid as having had experience in child
protection proceedings. The questionnaire was developed with input from a s r n d
group of lawyen and social workers and only requires between 15 and 20 minutes
to complete. All responses to the survey are anonymous, and data will be compiled
and presented in aggregate fonn solely for this study.

In addition to the questionnaire, interviews will be held with a small group
of participants to provide feedback on the results of the survey and obtain their
suggestions concerning implications and follow-up. Please indicate on the final page
of the questionnaire whether you are interested in participating in an i n t e ~ e wor
not. Should a large number of people wish to be involved in the interview phase of
the study, a random selection process will be utilized.
The return of the questionnaire in the enclosed self-addressed envelope
constitutes your consent to participate. You will note that it is mailed to LMS.
Cheryl
Green an out of province research associate. Ms. Green is responsible for the
distribution, collection and forwarding of the completed questionnaires to me
thmugh procedures which guarantee the anonymity of respondents. She is also
responsible for assigning the code found on the upper right hand corner on the f i
page of your questionnaire. This code is to ensure that each participant receives a
questionnaire, that there are no duplications in respondents and for purposes of
distributhg foliow-up letters to those persons whose questionnaires are not returned.
Please be assured that this code does not ailow me to identify you o r your responses
to the survey. Aside from these duties, Ms. Green is, in no other way involved in,
or affiiiiated with the study.

-
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Your participation is important in ensuring tbat the results of the study is
~ ~ c i e n trepresentathe
ly
of social workers and lawyers in Winnipeg. Please detach
this cover letter and mail your completed questionnaires as soon as possible. 1t
would be most helpful if 1 received respooses by A n d 9. W . Whüe 1 hope you
wül participate, if you choose not to do so, please retum your uncompleted
questionnaire in the enclosed envelope.
If you bave any questions about thû study, please do not hesitate to call me
at 944-4320. Tbank you for your anticipated cooperation.

BeVGraduate Student
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lMAGE EVALUATION
TEST TARGET (QA-3)
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1653 East Main Street
Rdeçter, NY 146û9 USA
Phone: 716t482-0300
Fax: 716f288-5989
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